Town of Londonderry, Vermont
Special Selectboard Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, July 6, 2022 – 6:00 PM
100 Old School Street, South Londonderry, VT 05155
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Call Meeting to Order
Additions or Deletions to the Agenda
Minutes Approval – Meeting(s) of 6/20/2022
Selectboard Pay Orders
Announcements/Correspondence
Visitors and Concerned Citizens
Town Officials Business
a. Town Treasurer – Set tax rate for FY2023

[1 VSA 312(d)(3)(A)]

8. Transfer Station/Solid Waste Management
a. Updates
9. Roads and Bridges
a. Updates
b. Review bids and award contract for FY2023 road paving
c. Selection of consultant for Spring Hill Road culvert replacement
10. Old Business
a. Discussion of use of funds from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)
b. Consider request from One Londonderry to conduct site analyses for a community
center at the Prouty property
c. Consider request from the Conservation Commission to establish a pollinator garden on
the Prouty property
d. Platt Elevation Project – 6th Extension of Memorandum of Understanding
e. Platt Elevation Project – 6th Extension of Construction Contract
f. Consider changes to Personnel Policy regarding eligibility for benefits
g. Consider whether to establish a local Cannabis Control Commission
[7 VSA 863(b)]
11. New Business
a. Approve Auditor engagement letter – Sullivan, Powers & Co., Inc.
b. Consider contract with the Windham County Sheriff’s Office for FY2023 policing services
12. Adjourn
Meeting documents will be available at http://www.londonderryvt.org/town/agendasminutes/
approximately 24 hours before the meeting.
Posted and distributed on July 1, 2022
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
Selectboard
Meeting Minutes
Monday, June 20, 2022
Twitchell Building - 100 Old School Street, South Londonderry, VT
Board Members Present: Thomas Cavanagh, Vincent Annunziata, Taylor Prouty and James
Fleming.
Board Members Absent: Melissa Brown.
Others in Attendance: Town Officials – Town Administrator Shane O’Keefe; Town Treasurer Tina
Labeau; Town Clerk Kelly Pajala; Road Foreman Josh Dryden (6:15 PM); and Recycling
Coordinator Esther Fishman; Planning Commissioners Sharon Crossman and Larry Gubb;
Conservation Commissioner Jane MacKugler. Others – One Londonderry Representatives Elsie
Smith, Mary Ellen Yankosky and Patty Eisenhaur; Neighborhood Connections Executive Director
Nicole Wengerd; business owners Judy and Tom Platt; and Bruce Frauman (GNAT).
1. Call meeting to order
Tom Cavanagh called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM.
2. Additions or deletions to the agenda

[1 VSA 312(d)(3)(A)]

Jim Fleming moved to delete from the agenda Old Business item 10.b., the discission on the
establishment of a local Cannabis Control Commission, due to the importance of having all Board
members in attendance for this discussion, seconded by Vincent Annunziata. The motion passed
unanimously.
Jim Fleming moved to delete from the agenda New Business item 11.a., the Update on
Communications Union Districts, due to the Town’s C.U.D. representatives being unable to attend
the meeting, seconded by Vincent Annunziata. The motion passed unanimously.
3. Minutes Approval – Meeting(s) of 6/6/2022
Vincent Annunziata moved to approve the minutes of the Selectboard meeting of June 6, 2022,
seconded by Taylor Prouty. The motion passed unanimously.
4. Selectboard Pay Orders
Vincent Annunziata moved to approve the pay orders for payroll and accounts payable, seconded by
Jim Fleming. The motion passed unanimously.
5. Announcements/Correspondence
Shane O’Keefe noted the following:
•

That day was the deadline for responses to the Request for Qualifications for engineering of
Spring Hill Road culvert replacement, and that two responses were received. He asked if there
were any Board members who wished to work with him to review the qualifications statements,
and Prouty stated he might be able to do so.

•

That he had arranged for Cota & Cota to top off the Town’s heating oil tanks before the end of
the month to take advantage of the $2.47 per gallon rate.
Page 1 of 8
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O’Keefe noted correspondence included in the Board’s meeting packet was as follows:
•

A copy of the signed lease option extension with Green Lantern Solar, dated 6/6/2022.

•

A copy of the Notice of Conveyance of Municipal Real Estate for the proposed lease of a portion
of the Transfer Station property for the proposed Green Lantern Solar solar array, dated
6/15/2022. He noted that after 30 days, if there is no petition seeking a Town Meeting vote on the
lease, the Board can then authorize execution of the lease.

•

A chart of potential funding sources for culverts and bridges, compiled by the Windham Regional
Commission.

•

Catering permits for events on 7/2/2022 and 7/9/2022 at Magic Mountain.

•

An advance notice of a 50kW solar net metering project from property owner Adam Walsh,
received 6/6/2022, for property at 532 Landgrove Road. He mentioned that the Board may
choose to get involved once the application is filed with the Vermont Public Utilities
Commission.

•

The 2022 member guide from the Vermont League of Cities and Towns that explains its benefits
and services.

•

Notice of the upcoming online webinar titled “Human & Beaver Dams – When and How to
Remove”, scheduled for 6/29/2022 from 6:00 – 7:30 PM. A registration link is in the notice, he
mentioned.

•

A letter from the Magic Wastewater Association, Inc., dated 6/3/2022, thanking the Board for its
contribution of ARPA funds for its utility infrastructure improvements.

Kelly Pajala mentioned that early and absentee voting for the primary election begins on 6/24/2022.
6. Visitors and Concerned Citizens
a. Monthly update – One Londonderry
Mary Ellen Yankosky, Chair of One Londonderry’s Community Center working group, spoke to
the Board about the proposed Tri-Mountain Community Center, and first mentioned that the
origin of the community center effort was from the recommendations of the Vermont Council on
Rural Development community visit project in 2021.
She stated that the working group’s most pressing challenge is to find property that would be the
perfect place for a community center and future housing, and noted that the One Londonderry
Community Center and Housing working groups, in collaboration with Norwich University
School of Engineering and Construction, are seeking the Board’s support and endorsement to
explore the development of the Town-owned Prouty Property on VT Route 100 for these
purposes. Yankosky stated that the project’s design and engineering would be covered by in-kind
support of approximately $150,000 - $200,000 from the University and additional in-kind
consulting support from non-profit management and real estate professionals.
She provided updates on the Community Center working group and noted that it is organizing to
establish itself as an independent. And mentioned that they were aware that the Town acquired
the property for municipal purposes. She emphasized that use of the land for housing, recreation,
support services, senior activities, daycare, community events and town gatherings by the
residents of Londonderry and our surrounding neighborhood communities would be in keeping
with that purpose.
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Yankosky requested that the Board put a “hold” on any disposition of the Prouty property (Parcel #
104017.000) minimally until 6/1/2023 to allow the working group and its consultants to use that time
to plan the buildings, landscape, and any additional uses. At the end of the 10-12 months, she went
on, they will have all of the reports, surveys and plans needed to determine whether the property will
be appropriate for the placement of the Tri-Mountain Community Center, potential housing, and
additional activity areas to create a community hub.
She added that it would be run by a not-for-profit entity, and not be a private or municipal facility,
and that the Voters will not be asked to fund its construction or operation. Cavanagh mentioned that
any proposed sale of the property should go to the Voters for concurrence.
Taylor Prouty mentioned that there were some studies done in the past for the site, and Pajala
mentioned plans for a municipal facility may still be available, and Sharon Crossman noted that the
West River Farmers Market may have conducted some studies of the site and there were earlier
studies of the sit that would prove helpful to the effort, such as with wastewater capacity.
O’Keefe inquired whether the Norwich University representatives would be conducting surveys
and/or borings on the site, and Yankosky said the plan was to begin that work in August.
Patty Eisenhauer stated that the Prouty site would be ideal for housing. Nikki Wengerd mentioned
that being able to use the community facility for its community services would be ideal.
Cavanagh expressed concerns about the intent of the Voters to approve the acquisition of the land
and would need to do some research. He also pointed out that a large portion of the land in is the
flood hazard area. Larry Gubb recalled that the original intent was for a centralized water and
wastewater plant, but there were many constraints and other proposals as well over the years. Labeau
mentioned a previous effort to relocate the Town Office at the location was voted down.
Cavanagh asked Yankosky to come back to the next meeting to discuss this further, and in the
meantime the Town would conduct some research into the site.
7. Town Officials Business
a. Planning Commission – Monthly update
Sharon Crossman spoke to the Board about Planning Commission matters. On the North Village
Master Plan, the plan is done she reported, and the Commission has approved the final report
subject some very minor tweaks, so copies will be coming soon. Next steps, she stated, are to
close out the grant, set new priorities for the next phase of the project, seek additional grant
funding and bring on a consultant to do the work.
On the wastewater study, she reported that there is exciting news in that funding through the
American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) has been received and more funding at significant levels is in
the works and the Town is likely to receive funds enough to build out needed in-ground
wastewater facilities. There are several promising sites recently located that have suitable soils,
including the library property adjacent to the Town Office. She mentioned that she and the
Town’s engineer met with the Library Board the previous week to discuss the project and get
permission for further site analysis, which was given. She mentioned that the Town Attorney
would soon be doing deed research for the library and surrounding properties, the cost of which
would be covered by the project grants. She also mentioned that a tour of the Manchester
community system at the Dana L. Thompson Memorial Park is being planned to view what these
facilities can look like without impacting other functions. She’ll provide the date and time to the
Board.
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On the proposed housing study, the Commission has met with the One Londonderry housing
group and has formalized a consultant scope of work and request for proposals, and the RFP has
already gone public. She noted that the Commission is looking to establish a working group to
include One Londonderry housing group members to oversee the project and invited the
Selectboard to appoint one or more members to participate. It was clarified that it would be a
subcommittee of the Commission, and therefore subject to the Vermont Open Meeting Law.
Regarding the Zoning Bylaw amendment, Crossman noted that there is a new contract with the
consultant to finish the work, to begin in the fall. She mentioned that addressing shorty-term
rentals is a priority, and the Commission hopes to have a number of public hearings, each
addressing various specific sections of the proposed Bylaw, similar to what the Town of Chester
is doing. She clarified that consultant work will be done over the summer in preparation for
public hearings in the fall.
b. Conservation Commission – Discuss Shamberg Forest trail proposal
Jane MacKugler spoke to the One Londonderry recreation group’s effort to establish a trail in the
Shamberg Forest and mentioned that a walkthrough of the property to view the potential trail is
being scheduled. She mentioned that the trail would be a bike route.
Cavanagh asked MacKugler to contact the Board when the date for the walkthrough is decided.
c. Conservation Commission – Consider site for pollinator project
Jane MacKugler discussed the proposed Bee the Change pollinator garden project and asked that
the Prouty property be considered for this due to its visibility from the road.
She noted that Bee the Change does all of the site preparation and planting work, and would put
signage out on the property.
Other alternative properties were discussed, as were the desired site conditions. The plantings
would be perennials that need very little maintenance MacKugler noted.
Cavanagh suggested that MacKugler let Bee the Change know that if the planting does take place
at this site that it would not be a permanent use of the land as other uses may be advanced in the
future. O’Keefe asked if there was any kind of formal agreement that Bee the Change has with
communities, and MacKugler was not certain of whether this was done. He also asked if there is
any ongoing maintenance requirements.
Pajala noted that the neighboring tennis center uses the property without permission from the
Town for camp use, and that someone should connect with them to ensure the plantings are not
trampled.
The specific location on the site for the pollinator garden was discussed. It was agreed that the
Commission would come back to the Board with a map of the portion of the Prouty property they
look to use for the project for consideration.
d. Town Treasurer – Receive & review Treasurer’s internal financial control document
[24 V.S.A. 872(c)]
Tina Labeau noted that there is no change from the previous year’s document.
Jim Fleming moved to acknowledge, pursuant to 24 V.S.A 872(c), receipt of the Town
Treasurer’s internal financial control document, which was prepared in conformance with 24
V.S.A. 1571(b), seconded by Taylor Prouty. The motion passed unanimously.
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8. Transfer Station/Solid Wase Management
a. Updates
Fishman discussed information on proposals for scales at the facility, and mentioned that it did
not seem possible for a number of reasons, which she reviewed. There is a long history of
exploration of the site for this and nothing seems viable. There is trash buried belowground
restricting any excavation for scales. And above-ground scales could prove problematic to
internal traffic pattern.
Cavanagh noted the backhoe has been fixed and is back in service.
9. Roads and Bridges
a. Updates
Prouty mentioned that the Road Crew is continuing with brush removal prior to roadside
mowing, which should start soon. Grading and ditching is still continuing.
b. Access Permit 2022-05 – 45 Old School Street, Parcel 101303.000 (road crossing)
Prouty mentioned that the parties have agreed to continue exploration of alternative solutions to
the proposed road crossing and refine details of the proposal, and that the Town will need to
provide to the property owner the Town’s requirements as well. He suggested that instead of the
Board approving the request with conditions that the Board instead pass over this for now. There
was no objection to this, and no action was taken.
c. Review bids and award contract for FY2023 Winter sand
It was noted that again only one response was received in response to the Town’s Invitation to
Bid, from Hunter Excavating, and the cost is higher than previous years.
FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

4,000 yards
(delivered)

$14.50/cy ($58,000)

$17.00/cy ($68,000)

$21.50/cy ($86,000)

4.000 yards
(sand only)

$14.00/cy ($56,000)

$18.00/cy ($72,000)

$22.50/cy ($90,000)

Prouty mentioned that the increased costs are clearly due to the high cost of vehicle fuel, which is
dramatically higher than this time last year. Labeau noted there is $65,000 in the FY2023 budget
for sand (up from $45,000 the previous year). There was discussion as to why the cost is lower
when delivered versus picked up. The FY2024 budget should be increased to reflect anticipated
higher costs, it was mentioned.
Vincent Annunziata moved to accept the bid from Hunter Excavation for FY2023 supply of
winter sand, and to authorize the Town Administrator to execute any documents necessary for
the hiring of the contractor to conduct the necessary work, seconded by Taylor Prouty. The
motion passed unanimously.
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d. Approve letter of intent to participate in the FY2023 Municipal Roads Grants-in-Aid
Program
O’Keefe noted that a letter of intent was required to again participate in this program, which
assists town with compliance with their Municipal Roads General Permits. The Town is eligible
for an approximately $36,250 project and would receive $29,000 of grant funds and must
contribute roughly $7,250 (20%) which could be in-kind services. The desired project location
would be developed through reference to needs mapping prepared by the Windham Regional
Commission.
Jim Fleming moved to seek funding through the VTrans 2023 Grant-in-Aid Program and
authorize the Selectboard Chair to execute the required Letter of Intent on behalf of the Town,
and the Town Administrator to execute any necessary grant-related documents thereafter,
seconded by Taylor Prouty. The motion passed unanimously.
10. Old Business
a. Discussion of use of funds from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)
O’Keefe noted that in the Board’s meeting packet is an email from the Windham Regional
Commission providing resource information on decision-making for communities, and also a
written request from Tom and Judy Platt seeking $251,000 of funding for their businesses in
Londonderry. He noted that the second year of funds would come in the late summer in the
amount of $247,522.19.
There was discussion about how the Board would be publicizing its next round of decisionmaking on use of the ARPA funds this year. Elsie Smith suggested that the Board provide more
guidelines for those interested in funding, such as limits on the amount of funding requests and
the types of uses of funds to preferred. Prouty noted that this matter is on every Board agenda to
keep the discussion going. It was agreed to wait for the full Board to be in attendance to discuss
the process further.
O’Keefe mentioned that because of the Board’s decision on 4/12/2022 to declare the standard
allowance of ARPA funds as a revenue loss, it can use the funds for almost anything with a
connection to betterment of the community.
b. Water/Wastewater Study – Authorize grant application and approval documents, and
engineering contract amendments
O’Keefe recalled for the Board its 12/20/2021 approval of an application for Clean Water
Revolving Funding of $125,000 for each of the villages, which included $41K for property
acquisition funds to be used in the future. These funds were in addition to the original $32K for
the initial study in early 2020. He also noted that the State reached out to towns in the midst of its
ARPA prioritization process, and we have been able to secure the $41,000 land acquisition funds
from that FY2022 ARPA funding source. The State then backfilled that amount with an
additional $41,000 of planning funds, so that the $84K of new planning funds for each village
approved by the Board on 5/9/2022 has been increased by $41,000, bringing the amount to
$125,000K of new planning funds for each village.
He distributed a portion of the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation document
titled the FFY2021 Intended Use Plan Amendment, which shows the two $41,000 ARPA
expenditures for fiscal year 2022, but also shows two ARPA expenditures of $4.875 million in
fiscal year 2023 proposed for Londonderry.
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O’Keefe expressed the importance of the effort to address the wastewater needs of the
community in order to secure the Town’s economic future, and spoke to the efforts of everyone
involved in ensuring that the Town is best positioned to receive available funds, and noted that
the State is interested in allocating all of its ARPA funds for projects such as Londonderry’s. He
asked the Board to approve acceptance of the extra funds for project planning and engineering,
and approval of the engineering contract amendments related to the expanded work.
Jim Fleming moved, with regard to the North Village and South Village Water-Wastewater
Projects, and to supplement the related Board decisions on May 9, 2022, 1) to accept additional
forgivable loan funds from the Vermont Clean Water State Revolving Fund in the amount of
$41,000 for each project; 2) to authorize the Town Administrator to execute related loan
agreements on behalf of the Town, subject to Town Attorney review; 3) to accept the proposed
amendments #1A and #2A to the existing engineering contract with the Dufresne Group,
subject to State of Vermont concurrence, and furthermore to authorize the Town
Administrator to execute these amendments and any necessary related State of Vermont
authorization, seconded by Vincent Annunziata. The motion passed unanimously.
11. New Business
a. Appoint alternate representative to the Southern Vermont Communications Union
District
The Board reviewed correspondence from Ellen Seidman resigning her position as alternate
representative to the Southern Vermont Communications Union District (CUD) Governing Board
due to workload issues, but remaining as the Town representative to the Deerfield Valley CUD
Board of Governors. The Board also reviewed an application from James Wilbur to fill the
position vacated by Seidman.
Taylor Prouty moved to acknowledge the resignation of Ellen Seidman as Alternate
Representative to the Southern Vermont Communications Union District Governing Board,
and to appoint James Wilbur as the new Alternate Representative, for a term extending
through April 2023, seconded by Vincent Annunziata. The motion passed unanimously.
b. Consider changes to Personnel Policy regarding eligibility for benefits
O’Keefe explained proposed changes to the Personnel Policy to address health insurance benefits
that would 1) establish the current practice of providing insurance at no cost to existing
employees for singles, and either an employee’s spouse or children, but not both; 2) establish a
policy of providing health insurance to new employees that would allow family coverage and
also require that the employee must cover 10% of the premium cost of any level of coverage; 3)
allow existing employees to opt into the new employee health insurance option; and 4) establish a
buyout program whereby employees able to demonstrate that they have adequate health
insurance through a spouse or a governmental health insurance program can receive 50% of the
cost of their applicable premium in lieu of Town insurance.
He noted that at present the cost to add a child to an existing health plan for an employee and
spouse is over $700 per month, which is unaffordable. For new employees, the monthly cost to
go to a family plan would run $248, which is more affordable.
At present, the high cost to employees of coverage for an entire family could be a barrier to
hiring employees with intact families.
Cavanagh asked to see comparisons of cost for the various plans for the next meeting to
determine fiscal impact. No decisions were made.
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c. Discuss adjustments to summer meeting schedule
With the Independence Day and Labor Day holidays falling on 7/4 and 9/5, respectively, each
being a first Monday and thus a regular Selectboard meeting date, and with August and October
each having five Mondays, the Board discussed and considered alternate schedules as prepared
by O’Keefe. O’Keefe mentioned he’d be on vacation the week of 7/11 and possibly out for a
week in August.
Taylor Prouty moved to adjust the schedule of regular Board meetings this summer by
dropping the meetings scheduled for 7/4/2022, 8/1/2022, 9/5/2022, 9/19/2022, 10/3/2022 and
10/17/2022, and adding meetings on 7/6/2022, 8/29/2022, 9/12/2022, 9/26/2022, 10/10/2022
and 10/24/2022, seconded by Vincent Annunziata. The motion passed unanimously.
As a result of the vote the schedule for upcoming meetings is as follows:
• July 6 (WED) & 18
• September 12 & 26
• August 15 & 29
• October 10 & 24
d. Executive Session(s) – The appointment or employment or evaluation of a public officer
or employee per 1 V.S.A. 313 (a)(3)
Vincent Annunziata moved to enter executive session to consider the evaluation of a Town
employee, pursuant to Title 1 V.S.A. Section 313(a)(3), and invite Town Administrator Shane
O’Keefe to attend the executive session, seconded by Jim Fleming. The motion passed
unanimously.
The Board entered executive session at 7:42 PM. O’Keefe left the executive session at 7:50 PM
and was invited back at 8:00 PM. The Board came out of executive session at 8:04 PM.
e. Consider employee compensation matters
Jim Fleming moved to approve the amendment to the Town Administrator’s employment
agreement by adjusting the annual salary to $63,000, and to authorize the Selectboard Chair to
execute the contract amendment on behalf of the Board, seconded by Vincent Annunziata. The
motion passed unanimously.
12. Adjourn
Jim Fleming moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Vincent Annunziata. The motion passed
unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 8:05 PM. The next meeting of the Selectboard is scheduled for July 6,
2022.
Respectfully Submitted,

Shane P. O’Keefe
Town Administrator

Approved July 6, 2022.
LONDONDERRY SELECTBOARD

____________________________
Thomas Cavanagh, Chair
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7.a.1
TOWN OF LONDONDERRY, VT
TAX RATE CALCULATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 2023
VOTED BUDGET EXPENDITURES AT TOWN MEETING
LESS ANTICIPATED REVENUE
SUBTOTAL
PLUS ARTICLES FROM TOWN MEETING:
VOTED APPROPRIATIONS
WINDHAM COUNTY SHERIFF APPROPRIATION
WELCOME TO LONDONDERRY SIGNS
ECONOMIC RESERVE FUND
SPEED CONTROL
EQUIPMENT RESERVE FUND
EMERALD ASH BORER FUND
TOWN BUILDINGS RESERVE FUND
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT RESERVE FUND
TOTAL VOTED ARTICLES
LOCAL AGREEMENT
TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXES

2,087,527.00
(823,780.00)
1,263,747.00

TOWN OF LONDONDERRY GRAND LIST FOR 2022

4,186,683.00

111,602.00
50,000.00
10,680.00
5,000.00
40,000.00
100,000.00
3,000.00
100,000.00
220,000.00
640,282.00
10,885.00
1,914,914.00

CALCULATION: AMOUNT RAISED BY TAXES DIVIDED BY
THE GRAND LIST VALUE

1,914,914.00
4,186,683.00
0.4574 FY 23 TAX RATE

EDUCATION TAX RATES BY VT COMMISSIONER OF TAXES
HOMESTEAD EDUCATION TAX RATE
COMBINED TOWN TAX RATE & HOMESTEAD EDUCATION RATE

1.5215

NON-HOMESTEAD EDUCATION TAX RATE
COMBINED TOWN TAX RATE & NON-HOMESTEAD EDUCATION RATE

1.5523

1.9789

2.0097

The calculation of the Town Tax Rate is accepted and the calucations performed by the State of Vermont are acknowledged by the Town of
Londonderry Selectboard.
THOMAS CAVANAGH, CHAIR
VINCENT ANNUNZIATA, VICE CHAIR
TAYLOR PROUTY, MEMBER
JAMES FLEMING, MEMBER
MELISSA BROWN, MEMBER
DATED AT LONDONDERRY, VT

Wednesday, July 6, 2022
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7.a.2
TOWN OF LONDONDERRY, VT

tax rate per

TAX RATE CALCULATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 2023

item

VOTED BUDGET EXPENDITURES AT TOWN MEETING
LESS ANTICIPATED REVENUE
SUBTOTAL
PLUS ARTICLES FROM TOWN MEETING:
VOTED APPROPRIATIONS
WINDHAM COUNTY SHERIFF APPROPRIATION
WELCOME TO LONDONDERRY SIGNS
ECONOMIC RESERVE FUND
SPEED CONTROL
EQUIPMENT RESERVE FUND
EMERALD ASH BORER FUND
TOWN BUILDINGS RESERVE FUND
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT RESERVE FUND
TOTAL VOTED ARTICLES
LOCAL AGREEMENT
TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXES

Williams Dam FY 22

TOWN OF LONDONDERRY GRAND LIST FOR 2022

2,087,527.00
(823,780.00)
1,263,747.00

0.4986
(0.1968)
0.3018

2,079,260.00
(737,962.00)
1,341,298.00

111,602.00
50,000.00
10,680.00
5,000.00
40,000.00
100,000.00
3,000.00
100,000.00
220,000.00
640,282.00
10,885.00
1,914,914.00

0.0267
0.0119
0.0026
0.0012
0.0096
0.0239
0.0007
0.0239
0.0525
0.1529
0.0026
0.4574

103,352.00
45,000.00
100,000.00
3,000.00
80,000.00
50,000.00
381,352.00
11,536.00
1,734,186.00

4,186,683.00

tax rate per

fy2022

item
0.5031
(0.1785)
0.3245
0.0250
0.0109
0.0242
0.0007
0.0194
0.0121
0.0923
0.0028
0.4196

4,133,283.00

difference
8,267.00
(85,818.00)
(77,551.00)
8,250.00
5,000.00
10,680.00
5,000.00
40,000.00
20,000.00
170,000.00
258,930.00
(651.00)
180,728.00

difference
(0.0044)
(0.0182)
(0.0227)
0.0017
0.0011
0.0026
0.0012
0.0096
(0.0003)
(0.0000)
0.0045
0.0405
0.0607
(0.0002)
0.0378

53,400.00

CALCULATION: AMOUNT RAISED BY TAXES DIVIDED BY THE GRAND LIST
VALUE

1,914,914.00
4,186,683.00
0.4574 FY 23 TAX RATE

1,734,186.00
4,133,283.00
0.4196 FY 22 TAX RATE

180,728.00
53,400.00
0.0378

EDUCATION TAX RATES BY VT COMMISSIONER OF TAXES
HOMESTEAD EDUCATION TAX RATE
COMBINED TOWN TAX RATE & HOMESTEAD EDUCATION RATE

1.5215

NON-HOMESTEAD EDUCATION TAX RATE
COMBINED TOWN TAX RATE & NON-HOMESTEAD EDUCATION RATE

1.5523

1.5981
1.9789

2.0177

(0.0766)
(0.0388)

2.0753

(0.1034)
(0.0656)

1.6557
2.0097
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155
802-824-3356
www.londonderryvt.org

9.b.1

INVITATION TO BID
RFP NO. 2022-05
PROJECT TITLE:

DATE: June 9, 2022
FY2023 Road Paving

PROPOSAL DUE DATES: Bid proposals are due by Friday, July 1, 2022, no later than 2:00 PM.
See section 5 for specific directions on bid submission.
ESTIMATED TIME PERIOD FOR CONTRACT: All work required herein shall take place between
July 15, 2022 and October 15, 2022.
BIDDER ELIGIBILITY:
This procurement is open to those bidders who satisfy the minimum qualifications stated
herein and are available for work in the State of Vermont.
CONTENTS OF THE INVITATION TO BID (ITB):
1. Introduction
2. Scope of Work
3. General Information for Bidders
4. Pricing
5. Submission of Proposals
6. General Provisions
7. Evaluation and Contract Award
8. Bid Proposal Form
1. INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose
The Town of Londonderry, Vermont (the Town) is seeking proposals from qualified
contractors for the paving of several road sections and aprons within the town of
Londonderry.
2. SCOPE OF WORK
The Town is seeking paving bids for the following roads and/or road segments. All bids must
include full price and price per ton. All roads must be cleaned, prepared and have emulsion
applied by contractor prior to placing mix. Shouldering also to be included in bid. Contractors
will provide traffic control.

Page 1 of 7
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Town of Londonderry, VT
Invitation to Bid – FY2023 Road Paving

June 9, 2022

The Town is seeking a primary bid as follows, and will consider a bid alternative for
inclusion/addition in the project depending on available funds.
A. Primary Bid:
Town Highway

Length (feet) Width (feet)

Required Work

Landgrove RD (TH#1)

6,864

23 1” Shim*

Thompsonburg RD (TH#2)

4,224

23 1” Shim*

Middletown RD (TH#5)

2,112

23 1” Shim*

*with Type IV asphalt
B. Bid Alternatives:
Town Highway

Length (feet) Width (feet)

Spring Hill RD (TH#41)

15

Required Work

24 1” Shim* of 7
individual culvert
crossings within 1mile distance

*with Type IV asphalt
Terms and conditions may be further defined in a formal contract.
3. GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BIDDERS
A. Right to Accept or Reject Proposals
The Town reserves the right to accept or reject any proposal, at their sole discretion, and to
award a contract based solely on their determination of the best proposal considering all
circumstances and conditions applicable to this project.
B. Right to Cancel or Postpone the Project
The Town reserves the right at its sole discretion to reject any and all proposals received
without penalty and not to issue a contract as a result of this ITB.
C. Right to Retain and/or Utilize Information Contained in Submitted Proposals
The Town reserves the right to retain all of the proposals and to use any ideas in a proposal
regardless of whether the proposal is selected. Submission of a proposal indicates
acceptance by the firm of the conditions contained in this ITB unless clearly stated to the
contrary and specifically noted in the proposal submitted and confirmed in the contract
between the Town and the selected firm.
Page 2 of 7
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9.b.2
Town of Londonderry, VT
RFP No. 2022-05 - FY2023 Paving
BID TABULATION

7/5/2022
A
B
Primary
Alternative
Landgrove,
Spring Hill Road
Thompsonburg& culverts (7)
Middletown
Roads

C
Combined

Bidder
1
2
3
4
5

Fuller Sand & Gravel, Inc.
Danby, VT
Springfield Paving
Claremont, NH
Wilk Paving
Rutland, VT
FreshCoat Asphalt Services
Barre, VT
Pike Industries
Wallingford, VT

Low bids are underlined
FY2023 Paving Budget

177,465.60

6,000.00

183,465.60

220,920.00

750.00

221,670.00

230,625.00

4,900.00

235,525.00

232,808.40

1,932.12

234,740.52

261,564.49

10,000.00

271,564.49

$220,000 (2022 TM Art. 18)
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9.b.3
Town of Londonderry, VT
Invitation to Bid - FY2023 Road Paving

June 9, 2022

8.

BID PROPOSAL FORM

Due: July 1, 2022 at 2:00 PM
Complete and submit the following proposal, please write clearly

***
1. BID PROPOSAL:

Check here [

Road Segment
A. Primary Bid
Landgrove RD, Thompsonburg
RD and Middletown RD

Road Segment
B. Bid Alternative (add-on)
Spring Hill RD

] if supplementary documentation is attached.

Cost per ton ($)
1,872 ton
@
$94.80/per ton

Total cost($)
$177,465.60 paving

$35.00 per ton Shouldering

Cost per Location ($)
30 ton
@ $200.00/ per ton

Total cost($)

$6,000.00 paving

$35.00 per ton shouldering

NOTES:
All prices above shall be valid for 30 days and for the duration of the contract
period. All prices shall include all labor and material costs, and any discounts offered. All fuel
surcharges, delivery charges and miscellaneous charges that are not part of the terms and
conditions of this solicitation or contract will not be paid and only hold up payment if they
are added to a submitted invoice.

Company: __F_u_ll_
e_
r_
Sa_n_d_&_
G_r_a_
ve_l_ln_c_.

_

Authorized Representative: _T_h_o_m_a_s_F_u_ll_
e_
r

_

Address: __P_
.O_._B_
o_
x_
1_
02_D_a_
n_
by:.. ,_
:. V_
T_0_5_7_
39

_

Phone:

802-293-5700

_

fsgpit@vermontel.net
Sie:nature:
___,o:::;....~+----,,i<------------ Date: 7/01/2022
*~*
--------Because of the volatility i
he liquid asphalt market, Fuller Sand & Gravel Inc. based its price on
NYSDOT Port pricing on ate of quote. Any fluctuation will be changed at the time of paving. Any
price adjustment will be given to the road foreman prior to installation for approval or changes in the
tonnage.
[END OF DOCUMENT]
JULY LIQUID NUMBER $824.00 ***
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Town of Londonderry, VT
Invitation to Bid - FY2023 Road Paving
8.

June 9, 2022

BID PROPOSAL FORM

Due: July 1, 2022 at 2:00 PM
Complete and submit the following proposal, please write clearly
1.

Check here [ )('] if supplementary documentation is attached.

BID PROPOSAL:

Road Segment
A. Primary Bid

Cost per ton($)

Total cost($)

J /1(). t/"

If~ :Jo, e;.2° •".,

Landgrove RD, Thompsonburg
RD and Middletown RD

Road Segment
B. Bid Alternative (add-on)

Cost per Location($)

Total cost($)

J :I ~o. tJ<>

J 7~o.

Spring Hill RD

l)O

NOTES:
All prices above shall be valid for 30 days and for the duration of the contract
period. All prices shall include all labor and material costs, and any discounts offered. All fuel
surcharges, delivery charges and miscellaneous charges that are not part of the terms and
conditions of this solicitation or contract will not be paid and only hold up payment if they
are added to a submitted invoice.

Company:

¥c• ',,s Q" Ii

Authorized Representative:
Address:
Phone:
Email:

/(2

--;3'e rf'r27y

CQ.'t/122 £1

'() 3-

p(:,, le,·~

~r.2 ~ l>O Pr

~ .~

C/«l'l'n?t?h 7
c2

Pl? c

~

C

,&/~/ ~s :z.a

~0:'3 - ~5:R- /.2

;J>/

C,,p//

J (r't'd t£ Sp?c• "y:_ 8e(/pt1ae, l1f , ae C?=

Sign~ ~

Date:_4.....,...
/2
-:r,
.....o...,,,7/2
. . ..:J .:)'---

[END OF DOCUMENT]
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Town of Londonderry,

lnvitation to Bid

-

9.b.5

W

June9,2022

tY2O23 Road Paving

8. BID PROPOSAL FORM
Due: July 1,2022 at 2:00 PM

Complete and submit the following proposal, please write clearly
Check here

BID PROPOSAL:

[

] if supplementary documentation is attached.

Cost per ton ($)

Road Segment

Total cost ($)

A. Primarv Bid
Landgrove RD, Thompsonburg
RD and

Middletown

/8r"?" Oo'

,23o,

bz#m

RD

Road Segment

Cost per Location (S)

Total cost

(S)

B. Bid Alternative (add-on)

Spring Hill RD

fao.oo

4?m.N

NOTES:

All prices above shall be valid for 30 days and for the duration of the contract
period. All prices shall include all labor and material costs, and any discounts offered. All fue!
surcharges, detivery charges and miscellaneous charges that are not part of the terms and
conditions of this solicitation or contract will not be paid and only hold up payment if they
are added to a submitted invoice.

company: /
Authorized Representative:

'ok P4^rl,u^

fr"2,a

DS'7-?b

Address:

Phone: FloT 3 u{ - ,'

'

,''

Email:

Date: 7 /t /.-

Signature:

IEND OF DOCUMENTI
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155
802-824-3356
www.londonderryvt.org

9.c.1

REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS
RFP NO. 2022-03
PROJECT TITLE:

DATE: June 2, 2022
Spring Hill Road Bridge Engineering

PROPOSAL DUE DATES: Responses are due by June 20, 2022, no later than 3:00 PM.
The Town of Londonderry, Vermont is seeking Statements of Qualifications (SOQ) from
qualified engineering firms detailing the firms’ qualifications, technical expertise, management
and staffing capabilities, references, and related prior experience. Professional services required
by the Town will initially include preliminary engineering and may be amended to include the
following: design and construction-related services, preparation of bidding and contract
documents, participation in the evaluation of bids received, and monitoring and inspection of
construction activities to ensure compliance with plans and specifications.
PROJECT:
The Town seeks to replace an existing 72-inch corrugated steel culvert with stone
headers with a new bridge with a ~20-foot span at a location on Spring Hill Road (TH#41) at
Eddy Brook where there is a diagonal flow of water below the Town highway (see attached maps
and photos). According to a 5/4/2020 VT Agency of Transportation (VTrans) hydraulic study
(attached) the current culvert restricts channel width leading to an increased potential for
scouring, soil migration and debris blockage. The present structure will overtop at the design
storm event of 4% of annual exceedance probability (AEP). This bridge solution is
recommended by the study.
It should be noted that the proposed project may be undertaken with a variety of local, Federal
and State funds, including initial funding of $175,000 through the VTrans Town Highway
Structures Program (FY22).
Procurement of these services will be through a Qualifications Based Selection (QBS) and will
generally be in accordance with elements of the procurement process in 40 U.S.C. § 11011104. The Town is not seeking detailed scope of services or cost proposals at this time, however
both will be requested once the most qualified firm is selected. Qualified firms interested in
being considered for this project must submit the following: (1) A letter of interest; (2) A
statement of qualifications and experience of staff persons who will be involved with the project;
(3) References; and (4) Related prior experience. Submit the requested information via email in
a single PDF document of no more than 20 pages, with the words “Spring Hill Road RFQ
Response” in the subject line, to:
Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155
townadmin@londonderryvt.org
no later than 3:00 PM on Monday, June 20, 2022 in order to receive consideration.
Page 1 of 2
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
Request for Statements of Qualifications – Spring Hill Road Bridge Engineering
June 2, 2022

The Town shall evaluate the statements of qualifications and performance data and other
material submitted by interested firms and select a minimum of three firms which, in its opinion,
are best qualified to perform the desired services. Interviews with each firm selected shall be
conducted, which may include discussions regarding anticipated concepts and proposed methods
of approach. The Town shall rank, in order of preference, these three professional firms deemed
to be the most highly qualified to provide the services required, and shall commence scope of
services and price negotiations with the highest qualified professional firm for engineering
services. It is expected that interviews will take place within four (4) weeks of submission of
SOQs, and that selection of the most qualified firm will take place within three (3) weeks of
interviews. If negotiations on scope of services and price with the first ranked firm are
unsuccessful the Town will begin negotiations with the next most qualified firm.
The Town reserves the right to accept or reject any or all SOQs. All questions pertaining to the
RFQ should be submitted to Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator by email by at
townadmin@londonderryvt.org. Responses will be answered as quickly as possible and, as
appropriate, may be posted on the Town’s website (www.londonderryvt.org).

* * *
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
Spring Hill Road Culvert Replacement

SITE
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Town of Londonderry, VT
Spring Hill Road (TH 41), Culvert #12
Upstream Culvert

5/13/2020
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9.c.2

Town of Londonderry, Vermont

SPRING HILL ROAD BRIDGE
Letter of Interest and
Statement of Qualifications
June 20, 2022
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628097X
June 20, 2022

Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155
via email: townadmin@londonderryvt.org
Subject: Qualifications, Spring Hill Road Bridge Engineering
Dear Mr. O’Keefe and Members of the Selectboard,
Please find enclosed DuBois & King’s (D&K’s) qualifications to support the Town of Londonderry in efficiently
and effectively replacing the crossing of Spring Hill Road over Eddy Brook. Established in 1962 in Randolph,
Vermont, D&K has a rich history of partnering with municipalities to improve and maintain essential infrastructure.
We employ an honest, rational dialogue with project stakeholders about how to manage available resources in
maintaining infrastructure, as we recently did with the Williams Pond Dam. Across the organization, management
and technical staff have worked on hundreds of municipal bridge projects over decades. We bring keen attention to
designing structures that are cost-effective with minimal maintenance requirements; and relationships with Vermont
regulators and funding sources to this project.
As Project Manager, I will ensure the team has the resources they need to meet or exceed your expectations and
objectives for the project. My 35 years of hands-on experience working with local, state, and federal government
partners on bridge projects of a similar scale across Vermont will serve the project well. My bridge design,
construction inspection, and overall project delivery knowledge gained over a 31-year career with the Vermont
Agency of Transportation puts the project on solid foundation to realize a new durable bridge on time and on
budget. Megan Ooms, PE, will lead the day-to-day development of evaluation and design services. Megan has 14
years of structural and civil engineering experience for bridge and transportation projects throughout Vermont and
the Northeast. Our team is presented in greater detail within and has redundant capacity to serve this project.
Thank you for considering D&K and we look forward to learning more about this project and discussing our
approach at an interview. If you have any questions or would like to discuss the project in further detail, please do
not hesitate to contact me at (802) 522-0918 or rtetreault@dubois-king.com.
Sincerely,
DuBois & King, Inc.

Richard Tetreault, PE
Director, Transportation Division
Project Manager

28 North Main Street, Randolph, Vermont 05060

(802) 728-3376

Fax (866) 783-7101

Vermont | New Hampshire | Maine | New York

www.dubois-king.com
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Firm Overview
Established in 1962 in Randolph, Vermont, DuBois &
King has a staff of 120 employees, including approximately
90 employees based in its Randolph, Springfield, Brandon,
Waterbury, and South Burlington locations. D&K also
includes professionals located in offices in New York, New
Hampshire, and Maine. D&K provides transportation, civil,
dam, water resource, environmental, structural, mechanical,
and electrical engineering; planning; landscape architecture;
survey; permitting assistance and natural resource science;
construction phase services.

Bridge Engineering
DuBois & King offers
a full range of bridgerelated services. Bridge
engineers prepare
condition assessments,
calculate load ratings,
make recommendations
for rehabilitations and
replacements, and perform
bridge inspections in
accordance with the guidelines outlined in the Federal
Highway Administration’s National Bridge Inspection
Program and Bridge Inspector’s Training Manual. Firm
professionals are thoroughly familiar with the latest
AASHTO standards, state design codes and specifications,
and principles of Accelerated Bridge Construction.
D&K engineers design
single-span bridges, multispan bridges, and large
culverts. Designs include
concrete, steel, and timber
bridges; spread footings
bearing on soil and directly
on ledge; pile foundations;
and mechanically stabilized
earth (MSE) abutments and
retaining walls. Services include the evaluation of applied
loads, sizing of structural members, design of abutments,
retaining walls and footings, timber and concrete decks,
reinforcing steel schedules, bridge and approach rails,
roadway approaches, and stream bank protection.
Transportation project experience includes state bridge/
culvert replacements, bridge/culvert approaches,
intersections, embankment protection, retaining walls,
primary and secondary roads, interstate highways, statewide
Spring Hill Road Bridge, Londonderry, Vermont
© 2022 DuBois & King

signing and striping, survey and right of way services, traffic
and intersection studies, statewide transportation planning
and studies, multimodal transportation planning, safety
improvements, street and utilities reconstructions, roadway
repair and widening, and truck climbing lanes.
D&K’s available bridge services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Culvert and Bridge Design
Roadway Design
Permitting
Wetland Science
Aquatic Organism Passage (AOP) Design
Survey
Hydrologic and Hydraulic Analyses
Bid Phase Services
Construction Phase Services

Project Team
Key Staff



Team Qualifications

Rich Tetreault, PE, Project Manager,

has over 35 years of bridge
inspection and design, management,
transportation engineering, public
engagement, permitting, and
construction experience. He is
providing management and seniorlevel engineering support for bridge
and culvert projects in Cambridge, Lowell, Duxbury,
Waterbury, Bloomfield, and other locations across northern
New England for municipalities, as well as DOTs and other
clients. Rich will serve as a point of contact and will provide
senior-level engineering and support. As Director of D&K’s
Transportation Division, Rich will assure that this project
has the resources required for timely completion.
Megan Ooms, PE, Lead Bridge
Engineer, has 14 years of experience

providing structural and civil design
for a wide range of bridge, culvert, and
transportation projects throughout
Vermont and northern New England.
Megan is fluent in the technical
and regulatory, requirements for
this project. With Rich, she is also providing design and
management services for projects in Cambridge, Lowell,
Duxbury, Waterbury, and Bloomfield, and has supported
more complex projects such as the Middlebury Tunnel and
vehicle and rail structures in the New York and New Jersey
metro area. Megan will also serve as a point of contact and
will lead day-to-day project development.
Resumes have been included for key staff members.
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Support Staff

References

Cameron Bellisle, EIT, Bridge Engineer,

Client: Towns of Duxbury and Cambridge
Jonathan DeLaBruere, Town Manager, Cambridge (formerly
of Duxbury); (802) 644-8290; townadmin@cambridgevt.org
Project: Hogback Road Bridge in Cambridge, Various
roadway, culvert, and slope projects in Duxbury

has 7 years of experience providing
bridge evaluation and design at
D&K and previously served as a
construction inspector for NHDOT.
She has provided field evaluation and
report development for study phase
and preliminary engineering projects
similar to the scope of the Spring Hill Road Bridge and has
provided estimating and roadway approach design for many
of the successfully constructed bridges designed by D&K
during her tenure with the firm. She will be available to
support evaluation, design, and report production.
Alireza Farid, PhD, EIT, CFM, Water
Resource Engineer, has 15 years of

experience in hydraulics and hydrology,
civil engineering, and drainage projects.
He is currently providing hydrology
for a stormwater and slope stabilization
project in Bellows Falls, watershed
plans for USDA-NRCS in Rhode
Island and Pennsylvania, and Upper Wilson Pond Dam
in Swanzey, New Hampshire. Alireza will be available to
provide H&H services beyond those provided by the VTrans
Hydraulic Section.

Grace Glynn, Field Naturalist/
Permitting Specialist, has six years

Client: Town of Lowell
Alden Warner, Chair, Selectboard, Lowell, VT;
(802) 744-6559
Project: Replacement of Bridge 10, TH 1/VT 58
Client: VTrans Municipal Assistance Section
Joel Perrigo, VTrans Municipal Assistance Section Director
(802) 595-4933; joel.perrigo@vermont.gov
Projects: Numerous municipally-managed projects
throughout Vermont

Related Prior Experience
We have included brief summaries of completed projects
that are similar in scale and scope to Londonderry’s Spring
Hill Road Bridge. These summaries are intended to convey
D&K’s practical, hands-on knowledge of the technical,
budgetary, and regulatory requirements for advancing
municipally managed bridge and culvert replacement
projects using VTrans Structures grants and similar
funding mechanisms.

of professional experience providing
evaluation of natural resources and
permitting assistance for local, state,
and federal bridge projects. It is noted
that this project borders an area with
rare species and Grace will be available
to support documentation of these resources.

Randall Otis, LS, Survey Manager,

has 20 years of experience, including
15 years at D&K and has provided
management or survey for the majority
of the firm’s bridge, water resource, and
dam projects in this time period. He is
a Vermont-licensed Land Surveyor and
thoroughly understands the specific
needs of bridge and culvert projects
similar in scope and size.

Spring Hill Road Bridge, Londonderry, Vermont
© 2022 DuBois & King
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Culvert Replacement, Post Office Hill Road
FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
Granville, Vermont
D&K led the design of an 18-ft precast concrete box culvert with a span of
approximately 18 ft to replace a damaged 9-ft corrugated metal pipe culvert.
D&K completed wetland, stream alteration, and USACE permit applications
as well as obtaining easement information for temporary (construction
phase) and permanent project impacts to abutting properties. D&K also
provided survey, roadway design, right of way plan preparation, final design,
and preparation of bid documents.

* Above photos, construction phase

Page 3
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Hogback Road Culvert Replacement
Cambridge, Vermont
DuBois & King is providing survey; evaluation; structural, civil, highway,
geotechnical, and water resources engineering; permitting assistance; and
bid phase services for the replacement of a short span, municipally-owned
culvert carrying a low-volume town highway over Judevine Brook. The
existing structure is a 11-foot by 7-foot corrugated metal plate pipe culvert.
The project is in the concept phase, and it is anticipated that the structure
will be replaced with a precast rigid frame to reduce costs and construction
duration, as well as to provide a minimal-maintenance structure with a long
service life.

* Above photos, existing conditions.
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Bridge Replacements
and Intersection Improvements
Ripton, Vermont
DuBois & King is leading evaluation and design for two bridge replacements
and one intersection safety project. D&K’s bridge, highway, civil, survey, and
environmental team members are providing structural, traffic, and roadway
design as well as survey and permitting assistance for the following projects:
•

Peddlers Bridge Road Bridge: D&K was recently selected to lead survey,
design, and permitting to replace a 16'-span corrugated metal arch
culvert, which has overtopped seven times in the past 20 years during
storm events. This project follows the VTrans Municipal Assistance
Bureau process.

•

Old Town Road Bridge: D&K has completed a study for a project
that replaces and relocates a 27"-span steel bridge with a timber deck
carrying a residential road. Current deficiencies include bridge rails, east
abutment condition, and hydraulics.

•

Natural Turnpike and VT 125 Intersection: D&K has completed a
study and has been selected to design the selected alternative to improve
sight distance for drivers looking left/south for a local road intersecting
with a 35 mph state highway (VT 125). This project abuts the Old Town
Road Bridge.

* Above photos, existing conditions: top photo, Peddlers Bridge Road Bridge;
Page 5
middle photo, Old Town Road Bridge; lower photo, intersection
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Forest Road Bridges
USDA Forest Service
Peru and Mt. Tabor, Vermont
DuBois & King is providing services including evaluation, design,
permitting, and quality assistance during construction for multiple
structures located on Forest Road 10 (FR10). The road traverses the Big
Branch Wilderness and the Robert T. Stafford White Rocks National
Recreation Area in Mt. Tabor and Peru, VT. FR10 was built by the
Civilian Conservation Corps between 1933 and 1942 and has many
historic structures along the road. D&K is designing the structures in
accordance with AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications and the
U.S. Forest Service Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and
Bridges on Federal Highway Projects, FP-14. The structures currently in
progress include:
•

Structure 10.4 is a two-cell concrete box—each cell is 27 ft long with a
10-ft span and 5-ft rise.

•

Structure 8.4 carries an unnamed tributary of Mt. Tabor Brook under
FR10. It is a combination of a laid-up stone and cast-in-place concrete
box culvert that is 64 ft long with an 8-ft-span and a 6-ft-rise.

•

Structure 11.53 carries Utley Brook under FR 10, and is a metal pipe
arch that is 30 ft long with a 9-ft span and a 5.5-ft rise

Page 6
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Culvert Replacement, West Street
Randolph, Braintree, and Brookfield, Vermont
Evaluation, design, and construction-phase services for the replacement
of an undersized stream culvert to promote aquatic organism passage and
sediment transport. The existing three-ft-diameter culvert had inadequate
hydraulic capacity, which had led to significant sediment deposition
upstream and scour downstream. Downstream scour left the outlet
perched above the channel, forming an obstacle to aquatic organism
passage. Following a geomorphic assessment to determine natural channel
dimensions, D&K identified and evaluated several alternatives. The
selected option was a 14-foot-wide precast concrete box culvert with bed
retention sills.
DuBois & King’s Water Resources team:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinated and met with State regulators.
Conducted stream geomorphic assessment.
Completed topographic site survey.
Computed peak stream flows and simulated flows with HEC-RAS.
Designed replacement culvert with bed retention sills.
Prepared plans and specifications.
Provided bid-phase and construction inspection services.

Page 7
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Joslin Hill Road Bridge Repairs
Waitsfield, Vermont
During Tropical Storm Irene, flood waters from High Bridge Brook caused
damages to the Joslin Hill Road and the multi-plate pipe located at the
intersection of Joslin Hill and Brook Road. Debris carried into the pipe from
the flood waters damaged the pipe along the flow line near the outlet end and
water undermined the pipe. The northern slope of Joslin Hill Road was eroded
and a section of roadway slumped in this area of the roadway.
D&K completed an engineering study, including a schedule and work
program for the design of the repair of the culvert, which recommends an
alternative to proceed to design and cost estimates. The engineering report was
reviewed by VTrans, Region 1 R&R staff, and FEMA. D&K designed the
recommended repairs based on the engineering study.
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Ames Hill Bridge Replacement
Brattleboro, Vermont
The preexisting structure consisted of a two-lane, 10-foot-span concrete
deck and steel beam superstructure founded on concrete abutment. The
bridge was in very poor condition, with heavily rusted steel beams, nonfunctional bridge rails, severely cracked and spalled concrete with erosion,
and undermined footings. An old concrete retaining wall, located on the
upstream left channel bank and supporting road embankment, was also
failing and required replacement.
D&K conducted a Bridge Type Evaluation, identified suitable replacement
alternatives, and recommended preferred solution. Ground survey, base
maps, preliminary hydraulics, roadway design, subsurface investigations,
and detailed construction cost opinions were developed and reviewed by our
team. We completed the initial environmental documentation and identified
the required permits. D&K prepared a technical report that presented
evaluation results, engineering graphics, and recommendation for bridge
type selection.
The town selected the recommended alternative, a 28-foot span, 24-foot
wide, two-lane, cast-in-place concrete deck slab supported by cast-in-place
concrete abutments pinned to a ledge foundation. The Final Design portion
of project consisted of final engineering (structural, hydraulic, foundation,
and roadway design), right-of-way (right-of-way documents, maps, and
descriptions), environmental documentation and permitting, and project
documentation preparation. DuBois & King prepared Final Design Plans,
Specifications, and Contract Documents suitable for competitive bidding
and construction, and prepared detailed cost opinion for a new bridge. The
engineer’s opinion of cost was $185,000 and qualified low bid was $173,980.
Page 9
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Archertown Road Bridge Replacement
New Hampshire Municipal Bridge Aid
Orford, New Hampshire
D&K completed a bridge study and provided design and construction phase
services for the replacement of Bridge No. 095/118 on Archertown Road.
The bridge was on the NHDOT Redlist. The preexisting Archertown Road
Bridge had insufficient hydraulic capacity and had a history of scour damage.
Deficiencies included a low load carrying capacity (6-ton) weight restriction,
single lane bridge width, and failing stone headwalls and wingwalls.
D&K developed an alternatives evaluation and recommendations to replace
the existing bridge. DuBois & King developed a HEC-RAS model to
evaluate the bridge hydraulics. D&K’s hydraulic design increasing the span
to accommodate the natural bankfull width, to provide adequate
hydraulic capacity to meet NHDOT guidelines and reduced scour
potential. D&K provided permit application assistance, prepared final
engineering plans and specifications, assisted the Town during the bid phase,
and provided the Town with construction administration services.
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Dunklee Road Bridge Rehabilitation
New Hampshire Municipal Bridge Aid
Bow, New Hampshire
D&K services included an alternatives evaluation and recommendations to
rehabilitate the bridge, preliminary permit application assistance, and cost
estimating of the various alternatives considered. The preexisting Dunklee
Road Bridge was a 20-foot-long precast concrete rigid frame structure
that prior to rehabilitation, had inadequate scour protection and wingwall
foundation support, and substandard retaining walls with a Federal
Sufficiency Rating of 72.5%.
D&K’s repair design included widening the bridge (lengthening) from
46 to 59 ft to accommodate a wider roadway and shoulders, repairs to
scoured footings, repair/reconstruction of all wingwalls and retaining walls,
construction of new wingwall footings, and repair/replacement of bridge
rails and approach rails.
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Converse Road Bridge Replacement
New Hampshire Municipal Bridge Aid
Temple, New Hampshire
D&K provided bridge study, design, and construction phase engineering
for Bridge No. 110/141. The firm completed an alternatives evaluation and
recommended replacement of the existing bridge. D&Kalso provided permit
application assistance, prepared final engineering plans and specifications,
assisted the Town during the bid phase, and provided the Town with
construction administration services.
The original bridge was an 18-ft-long corrugated metal arch with stone
headwalls; the bridge was suffering from corrosion, settlement, and scour.
The existing bridge culvert had insufficient hydraulic capacity. D&K’s
hydraulic design increased the span to accommodate the existing brook
width to provide hydraulic capacity to meet NHDOT guidelines. DuBois &
King used a HEC-RAS model to evaluate the bridge hydraulics.
D&K completed final engineering for a 24-foot span, 7-ft rise, precast
concrete slant leg arch structure. D&K prepared Preliminary Plans
indicating engineering details of the new bridge and roadway with an
updated construction cost estimate. Preliminary design work included
NHDES permitting. Final Plans and Contract Documents included plans,
technical specifications, and contract bid documents for competitive bidding
by qualified contractors. D&K provided bid and construction phase services.
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Happy Hollow Road
Flood-Resilient Culverts Design
Royalton, Vermont
DuBois & King identified viable replacement alternatives and designed the
selected replacement structures for two aquatic organism passage (AOP)friendly crossings, one carrying a town highway through a farm field and
the other located nearby. All alternatives fully spanned the bankfull channel
width and provided a natural channel bottom, including a precast concrete
box culvert, a corrugated metal arch on concrete footings, and an embedded
corrugated metal pipe arch culvert. A corrugated aluminum plate pipe arch
was selected for both sites due to its low cost and speed of installation.
Professional Services
• Topographic survey and basemapping
• Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis
• Site geomorphologic assessment
• Evaluation of three replacement alternatives
• Design of culvert placement, roadway profile, bank stabilization, and
channel restoration
• Permit coordination with State and Federal agencies
• Preparation of construction documents
• Construction cost estimates
• On-site resident engineering support during construction
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VT Route 100, Bridge #165
Vermont Agency of Transportation
Warren, Vermont
Bridge #165 was heavily damaged and lost one of its two concrete deck slabs
during Tropical Storm Irene. VTrans temporarily created a fill over structure
by installing two large culverts; this significantly reduced the hydraulic
capacity of this structure. DuBois & King (D&K) was contracted by VTrans
to evaluate the condition and safety of the bridge. D&K recommended that
the bridge be replaced prior to spring run-off. VTrans concurred that a new
permanent structure should be constructed before the spring runoff.
DuBois & King conducted a hydraulic study and retrieved geotechnical soil
borings, which were used in an alternatives analysis. D&K compared cost and
constructability of alternatives, as well as the availability of bridge components.
Consideration was given to the availability of precast components to fit
construction phasing. The scope included a full topographic survey, design
of a new three-sided, precast concrete rigid frame structure, and plans and
cost estimates for the removal of the existing structure and the construction
of a new permanent structure. The bridge was designed to allow phased
construction, allowing one lane of traffic to be maintained at all times. D&K
staff designed the detour layout and provided construction observation.
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R i c h a r d Te t r e a u l t , P E

E D U C AT I O N
B.S., Civil Engineering, University of
Vermont, 1985

R E G I S T R AT I O N S
Professional Engineer: VT 5707; NH 15693;
ME 15618
Mr. Tetreault has over 35 years of experience as
a Project Manager and Civil Structural Engineer
overseeing transportation projects throughout
New England. Rich was an employee with the
Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) for 31
years, ultimately serving as the Deputy Secretary
of the Agency. His previous roles at VTrans
included Director of the Program Development
Division, Director of the Highway Division, Chief
Engineer, and Chief Bridge Engineer. At D&K,
Rich serves as the Director of the Transportation
Division, overseeing highway and bridge
design, Intelligent Transportation Systems, and
Operations Maintenance & Design projects. He
provides quality assurance review and oversight
of multidisciplined design teams for largescale projects.

Project Manager

Bridge Inspection Team Leader and Chief Bridge Inspector, VTrans. Managed the National Bridge
Inspection Standards program and the statewide maintenance bridge program at VTrans and performed Rail Bridge
Inspections for the agency. Responsible to inspect, report on, and develop emergency repairs for hundreds of local
and state bridges across Vermont working hand-in-hand with bridge owners.
Chief Engineer/Director of Program Development, VTrans. Managed multiple sections engaged in
delivering state and locally managed federal aid projects across the State of Vermont from preliminary design,
through permitting, right-of-way, design, and construction. The Construction Section reported directly to him with
in-house and consultant resident engineer/construction inspection oversight, record plans, and contractor claims
being managed under his leadership.
Public Assistance Officer, VTrans, Statewide. Served as Vermont’s State Public Assistance Officer for
presidential emergency declarations administering the FEMA Public Assistance disaster relief program. This work
provided direct service to hundreds of municipalities across Vermont to ensure that federal disaster response and
recovery funds were fully realized.
Deputy Secretary and Chief Engineer, VTrans. Served as the governor-appointed VTrans executive staff
member overseeing the agency. Responsible for oversight of the highway division and managed the agency’s use of
the design-build contracting method on over a half-dozen large bridge projects. Served as one of two members of
the VTrans Unified Command during Vermont’s response to Tropical Storm Irene. Rich’s leadership at the Agency led
to a significant reduction in Vermont’s percentage of structurally deficient bridges on interstate and state highways
by using innovative programs, such as the Accelerated Bridge Construction method.
Quality Assurance Unit, VTrans. As Chief Engineer/Director of Program Development for VTrans in 2009, Rich
created the Quality Assurance Unit to develop and manage the required procedures across the project delivery
process in an effort to make project bid documents more biddable and buildable and to mitigate the potential for
Contractor Claims. Under this program, tools such as online shared review and performance reporting metrics were
created and are still utilized by the Agency and its consultants.
US4 Durham Bunker Creek Bridge, NHDOT, Durham, NH. Served as QA/QC Administrator on this complex
design build project. Provided oversight to help bring about the successful completion of this project. Submitted the
appropriate QC document record to NHDOT for both the design and construction phases and in compliance with all
state and federal requirements.
I-95 Hampden Bridge Bundle Project, MaineDOT, Hamden, ME. Served as QA/QC Administrator on this
design-build project to rebuild eight bridges and rehabilitate one bridge along a four-mile-long stretch of I-95. The
project is valued at $44.7 million and involves four northbound/southbound bridge pairs at four different sites along
the interstate between Exit 174 and Exit 180. The 60-year-old structures are approaching the end of their useful lives.
The new structures will include non-corrosive materials to reduce future maintenance needs. Three bridge pairs over
the Souadabscook Stream will be single-span structures to eliminate the need for piers in the water. The project is
currently under construction.
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Megan Ooms, PE

E D U C AT I O N
B.S. Civil Engineering University of Delaware,
Newark, DE, 2008
M.S. Structural Engineering, Rutgers University,
New Brunswick, NJ, 2016

R E G I S T R AT I O N S
Professional Engineer: VT 133532; DE 18110;
NY 101653
Ms. Ooms is a Senior Bridge Engineer with
14 years of experience providing new design,
rehabilitation, and replacement of bridges.
Her responsibilities include developing
plans; providing project deliverable quality
control; coordinating with subconsultants;
and overseeing overall project development.
She is proficient in Bentley MicroStation
(V8i, V8, J),Primavera P6, Primavera Contract
Management, Prolog Converge, CSiBridge, MDX,
LPILE, SPcol. She also has experience utilizing
AutoCAD, STAAD, MathCAD, LUSAS,
Bentley Open Roads.

Lead Bridge Engineer

Readsboro Bridge Replacement, Readsboro, VT. Deputy Project Manager for the replacement of a fracturecritical bridge with a 287-foot-long single-span structure. Challenges included detailed constructability analysis due
to site constraints and equipment required. Responsible for preliminary design, overall project quality control, and
plan development, including coordination with all disciplines, ROW process, and permitting.
Brook Road Bridge Replacement, Plainfield, VT. Project Manager for the replacement of the existing Brook
Road Bridge with a bridge that provided increased hydraulic capacity, meeting bank full width, and providing a
superstructure resistant to debris catching and damage. This project included coordinating with FEMA regarding the
FEMA funding the Town utilized.
Grout Road Bridge Replacement, Montpelier, VT. Project Manager for the replacement of the existing steel
girders and timber deck. Load ratings were developed for existing conditions so that the bridge was adequately
posted until the rehabilitation could take place. The project included providing rehabilitation and repair alternatives
and working with the City to determine the appropriate solution that also met the residents needs. This included
assisting the City with the application of the VTrans Municipal Town Highway Structures Program Grant, as well as
coordinating with a local contractor to determine feasible and cost effective solutions as well as working with VTrans
to arrange for use of a temporary bridge during construction.
Burlington Rail Projects, Burlington, VT. Project Manager for seven separate rail crossing and rail improvement
projects within the City. These projects include three major roadway crossing reconstructions, one of which had three
sets of tracks crossing the road; a new platform utilizing a historic platform canopy; installation of two new power
switches; installation of active highway warning systems at each crossing; railyard reconfiguration; and adjacent
roadway reconfiguration. This project was located at the waterfront and near downtown Burlington, requiring a
significant level of coordination with the City’s various departments; the FRA, who was providing funding for a
section of the work; and AMTRAK who had specific requirements for the platform and railyard. These projects had a
high-level of public interest due to location, impact to waterfront access, and nearby bikepath.
Middlebury Rail and Tunnel, Middlebury, VT. Deputy Project Manager for landscape design and roadway
reconstruction. The project included a precast concrete tunnel, precast concrete U-walls and concrete retaining
walls, as well as several utility crossings under the existing railroad. Responsible for coordinating all disciplines, a
subconsultant, and task manager for plan development. Responsible for overall project deliverable quality control
and coordinating the development of public outreach documents, including those required for ROW, coordination
with public and private utilities and public meetings.
Pulaski Skyway Rehabilitation, Contract No. 6, NJ Dept. of Transportation, Jersey City, NJ. Project
Manager under a Rehabilitation Program. The project consisted of deck and through trusses with a pin and hanger
system. Substructure typically consisted of concrete columns on concrete caissons. Project complexities include
severe ASR in existing substructure, connection of ramp between Eastbound and Westbound lanes on the structure
and limited construction access to many structural elements. Responsible for coordinating with five other main
consulting firms involved in the Rehabilitation Program, as well as maintaining scope and budget and managing
project staff. Additional responsibilities include seismic analysis, bearing design and retrofit design, and details of
superstructure from Piers 61 to 70 and substructure from Piers 62 through 78, including the through truss span. Lead
for 3D finite element modeling of 18 spans and 17 piers, and performing seismic analysis.
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Q U A L I F I C AT I O N S

June 20, 2022

Spring Hill Road
Bridge Engineering
Town of Londonderry

hoyletanner.com
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June 20, 2022
Shane O’Keefe, AICP
Town Administrator
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, Vermont 05155

townadmin@londonderryvt.org
RE:

Request for Qualifications (RFQ)
Spring Hill Road Bridge Engineering

Dear Mr. O’Keefe:
The Town of Londonderry is in the process of addressing the structurally and hydraulically deficient
condition of the Spring Hill Road Bridge and is seeking a consulting engineering firm with experience in
areas of bridge design and construction administration. During the past five years, we have provided
engineering services on over 50 municipally managed bridge and culvert projects; we understand that
each project and the community where it is located is unique.
We would like to express our genuine interest in partnering with the Town of Londonderry to make the
completion of this important bridge project a success in every way. Our team is led by Sean James, PE
and Jon Olin, PE, as the Principal-in-Charge and Project Manager, respectively. Their extensive
experience will be valuable in providing practical, cost-effective solutions, keeping the project on
schedule, and optimizing the applicable funding opportunities. With Jon as Project Manager, you will
benefit from his experience of having completed over 30 transportation projects involving Vermont
Agency of Transportation (VTrans) Town Highway Structures Funding, Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and several Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) funding programs. This broad
funding experience will be of great benefit to the Town as it evaluates and applies for additional funding
to complete this project.
Our team offers many advantages, including:
•

Local Knowledge/Response: With our ongoing local bridge rehabilitation projects for the VTrans
in Townshend (completed) and Jamaica (on-going), bridge and culvert projects in Ludlow as well
as a large number of municipal transportation projects in southwestern New Hampshire,
Londonderry can be confident that Hoyle Tanner’s professionals understand local conditions and
the needs of the traveling public.

•

Cost-Effective, Innovative Ideas: Our team consistently develops creative, practical, and
sustainable solutions without sacrificing long-term durability or safety. Solutions should not be
overly complicated but rather the best fit for the needs of the roadway crossing and the Town.
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•

Construction Observation Experience: We routinely administer the construction phase of
projects and have great working relationships with local contractors. Our construction phase
experience also includes shop inspections of the precast bridge component fabricators to ensure
that project requirements and tolerances are met prior to arriving on the site for installation.

•

Extensive Hydraulic Analysis Capabilities. Our design team has traditional 1D as well as
advanced 2D hydraulic analysis experience to properly size replacement bridge structures. This
2D capability will allow our team to accurately model the pond with two outlets downstream of the
bridge resulting in an appropriately sized replacement structure.

•

No Learning Curve: We are ready and prepared to guide the Town through your bridge project
from day one.

Our professionals are dedicated to finding solutions that will fit Londonderry’s needs – now and into the
future. We encourage you to contact our references to learn firsthand about the engineering services we
provide. We appreciate your consideration and the opportunity to collaborate with you on this project.
Sincerely,
HOYLE, TANNER & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Sean James, PE

Jon Olin, PE

Senior Vice President
Ground Transportation Division Manager
Principal-in-Charge
(603) 785-0671
sjames@hoyletanner.com

Vice President & VT Regional Business Manager
Project Manager
(802) 578-6914
jolin@hoyletanner.com
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QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE
Company Profile

About Our Firm

Since 1973, the professionals at Hoyle Tanner have successfully collaborated
with public and private sector clients on thousands of important projects. With
a staff of nearly 100 engineers, planners, environmental permitting specialists,
technicians, inspectors and support personnel, Hoyle Tanner has evolved and
adapted to meet the constantly changing needs of our clients, funding programs
and the increasing complexity of design and permitting.

49

Years of New
England Engineering
Experience

We provide services in the fields of transportation (bridges, roadways, and
aviation), water resources (water, wastewater, and stormwater), site
development (civil, traffic, and parking), as well as environmental permitting
related to all these disciplines. Our team
of professionals includes noted experts in their fields who are
YEARS IN
OFFICE
routinely invited to share their knowledge in journals and during
OPERATION
LOCATION
conference presentations. We strive to improve continuously and
Burlington, VT
34
are committed to providing value to our clients’ projects. Our five
Manchester, NH
49
New England offices are strategically located to serve our clients
and provide local access to our talented professionals. Services
Portsmouth, NH
26
for the Spring Hill Road Bridge project will be led by professionals
Chelmsford, MA
<1
working from our Burlington, Vermont and Manchester, New
Yarmouth, ME
9
Hampshire offices which are nearly equi-distant to the site.
Oviedo, FL
37

Hoyle Tanner Advantages

Personal Service & Responsiveness

We are a mid-sized firm with the regionally known capabilities and expertise of a larger firm but with the
culture of providing the personal service of a small firm. Repeat business is the primary source of our
project portfolio, which is achieved by being thorough, reliable, and responsive. We strongly believe that
by building mutually-beneficial long-term partnerships with our clients, we will create value and improved
success. We urge you to contact some of our client references to hear first-hand how Hoyle Tanner has
not only excelled from a technical standpoint but also as a trusted and responsive advisor meeting the
challenges our clients face. We pride ourselves on being a phone call away and firmly believe that our
relationships with our clients have been and will continue to be our most important key to our success.

Budget & Schedule Awareness

Hoyle Tanner employs a progressive and comprehensive company-wide scheduling and budget tracking
system to ensure that we accommodate all project schedules while meeting budgets. By paying close
attention to these important project aspects, Hoyle Tanner managers can make real-time adjustments to
staff priorities so that every client we serve receives the attention and care their project deserves.
We understand that our clients have schedule and budget commitments which they are bound to. Our indepth knowledge of state, local and federal funding programs allows us to guide our clients to successful
projects which maximize available funding. We routinely position our clients for funding through grant
and reimbursement programs which minimize their local contribution but maximize the value of the
project.

Trusted Experts | Innovative Results
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QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE
Company Profile

Technical Excellence You Can Trust

We are recognized as a leader in bridge design and construction inspection. With well over 100
successful municipally managed projects, we have assisted many communities in addressing their bridge
needs. These services extend from the study phase of the project, through permitting, design and
ultimately construction.
In addition to our municipal bridge
projects, we are also an on-call consultant
to VTrans for bridge design which allows
us to have an open dialogue with the
agency for knowledge sharing and best
practices to constantly improve our
designs. We also provide on-call bridge
inspection and/or design services to the
state transportation departments in
Maine, New Hampshire, and
Massachusetts.
Hoyle Tanner’s bridge engineering team
We have SPRAT-certified bridge inspectors.
members are noted experts in the fields of
bridge safety inspection and capacity
rating, rehabilitation, and replacement design, emergency response and construction engineering. Our
professionals are trained and certified through programs such as the National Bridge Inspection
Standards (NBIS), the Society of Professional Rope Access Technicians (SPRAT), the Occupational
Safety Hazard Association (OSHA), American Concrete Institute (ACI), and many others.

Project Team & Subconsultant Information

To efficiently respond to this RFQ, we have included a summary of the subconsultants we intend to use
for specialty services necessary to complete this project. The selected firms have local experience, have a
successful teaming history with Hoyle Tanner, and are fluent with Vermont standards. We are happy to
provide additional information upon request.

Vermont Survey & Engineering, Inc.
•
•

Hartgen Archaeological Associates, Inc.

Topographic Survey
Right-of-Way Research, Mapping & Survey

•

Historical & Archeological Resource
Assessment

Our Commitment

Hoyle Tanner is committed to long-term relationships with our clients. Approximately 87% of our current
workload comes from repeat clients and we pride ourselves on providing the type and quality of service
our clients will remember as exceptional. Our interest is to exceed your expectations in every way so that
we will be your first phone call whenever a need arises. Through our innovative thinking, we will work
closely with Town officials and the contractor to successfully complete your project. We will support you
with our local team of professionals and their expertise from start to the ribbon cutting.
Trusted Experts | Innovative Results
Page 4
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QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE
Project Team
Management is key to the successful completion of a municipally managed project. Below is a brief
description of the experience of the management members of the project team.

SEAN JAMES, PE | Principal-in-Charge

Senior Vice President • Ground Transportation Division Manager
Sean has worked at Hoyle Tanner since 1996, growing his expertise on bridge design
projects. He has prepared design calculations and construction plans,
specifications, and cost estimates for bridge replacements and rehabilitations for
the New Hampshire Department of Transportation, Massachusetts Department of
Transportation, and Vermont Agency of Transportation. Sean has provided
inspection, evaluation, rehabilitative design, construction costs, estimates and
resident engineering for nearly 100 Municipally-Managed Bridge and culvert
projects. Sean will serve as Principal-in-Charge and will be responsible for
ensuring that the project team has the necessary resources to successfully
complete the work.

JON OLIN, PE | Project Manager

Vice President • Vermont Regional Business Manager
Jon is a structural team leader with expertise in the inspection, assessment, and
rehabilitation/preservation of bridge and culvert structures. Jon brings extensive
experience in managing multidisciplinary teams on municipally managed projects
with a wide range of funding sources and has successfully delivered transportation
projects for the Towns of Essex Junction, Stowe, Milton, Williston, Duxbury and
Cities of Burlington and South Burlington. Jon will be the primary point-of-contact
and serve as Project Manager ensuring that all technical, schedule and
budgetary requirements are met.

JOSIF BICJA, PE | QA/QC

Vice President • Senior Structural Engineer
Josif's experience is in the design and rehabilitation of numerous municipal bridge
and miscellaneous structural projects. He has worked at Hoyle Tanner for 16 years
and has served as a project manager or design engineer on 78 municipally managed
projects. He has extensive experience with design, construction administration,
construction engineering, bridge inspection, load ratings and all other aspects of
bridge projects. Josif is a NBIS-certified bridge inspector. Josif will utilize his
extensive municipal bridge experience and provide review and quality control
and quality assurance services to the design and construction teams.

Trusted Experts | Innovative Results
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QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE
Project Team

TODD CLARK, PE

Senior Vice President • Principal Transportation Engineer
Todd has extensive experience in the transportation engineering field, focused on
large and small transportation projects. Some of his strengths include: roadway
design, traffic management, and constructability design skills. He oversees the
professionals responsible for roadway plan development, permit application, utility
conflict resolution, project cost estimates, contract document preparation, and
bidding and construction-phase services. Todd will provide design input and
quality assurance and quality control reviews of the roadway portion of the
project.

KIMBERLY PEACE

Associate • Senior Environmental Coordinator
Kimberly is a permitting specialist with experience in natural resource permit
applications and procedures in all six New England states, as well as New York,
South Carolina and Florida. She has developed federal permit applications and is
familiar with procedures for completion of USACOE 404, FERC licensing, NEPA and
EA/EIS documents. She has completed environmental permitting of over 50
municipally managed bridge projects. Kimberly will provide all permitting
coordination for this project.

STEPHEN HAAS, PE, PTOE

Vice President • Senior Transportation Engineer
Steve has expertise in designing transportation systems for municipal and state
clients. His background includes proficiency in intersection design, highway design,
traffic analysis, and hydraulic/hydrology design. He is also well versed in the
development of Right-of-Way plans, permitting, site/civil engineering,
transportation planning, and cost estimating. Steve will lead the roadway design
and traffic control planning for this project.

Additional Staff Available
BRIDGE STAFF*

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

ROADWAY STAFF*

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

Russell Colvin

48

Elizabeth Bosiak

43

Todd Sumner, PE

33

Todd Clark, PE

31

Katelyn Welch, PE

7

David Langlais, PE

22

Travis Gelinas

21

Jeffrey Collins, EIT

21

Aaron Lachance, PE

18

Kevin Preston

13

Ryan McMullen, PE

8

Jacob Sparkowich, PE

10

Kathryn Dziadowicz

4

Alyssa Smith

5

*Resumes for the additional staff members are not provided in this submission but can be provided upon
request.
Trusted Experts | Innovative Results
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SEAN JAMES, PE
Senior Vice President • Ground Transportation Division
Manager • Principal-in-Charge

26
26

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE
YEARS WITH
HOYLE TANNER

Sean has performed structural analysis and design of steel,
prestressed concrete, reinforced concrete, masonry and wooden
covered bridge repair, rehabilitation and replacement projects, as
well as NBIS bridge inspection. He has completed projects for
NHDOT, MaineDOT, VTrans, MassDOT, NYSDOT, and numerous
municipal clients. His project experience includes environmental
permitting, NEPA and Section 106 review, bidding and construction
inspection and administration. He serves as Hoyle Tanner’s Division
Manager of Ground Transportation, focusing on successful delivery
of projects to our clients.

Registrations
Professional Engineer: VT,
NH, ME, PA, NY
Education

Experience

• FHWA - Bridge
Inspection Refresher
Training, Fracture Critical
Inspection Techniques for
Steel Bridges & Safety
Inspection of In-Service
Bridges
• OSHA
Professional Associations

Stagecoach Road Bridge Replacement over Moss Glen Brook, Stowe,
VT: Principal-in-Charge for the scope of work, schedule adherence and
client coordination. Scope: Design services for the FHWA ER funded 50'
span bridge replacement. New bridge consists of a NEXT Beam Type D
beam superstructure with semi-integral abutments.

• Southern New Hampshire
University, MBA, 2008
• University of Maine, MS,
Structural Engineering,
1995
Certifications

• National Society for the
Preservation of Covered
Bridges (NSPCB)
• Structural Engineers of
New Hampshire (SENH) Former President (20092013)
• Vermont Covered Bridge
Society

Cobble Hill Road Bridge Replacement, Swanzey, NH: Project Manager
for the technical aspects of the project, scheduling, budget and cost
control, public presentations, permitting, and structural calculation
review. Scope: The project includes 900' of roadway reconstruction and
replacement of the existing bridge with a new twin 20' span concrete
rigid frame on a concrete mat foundation. The roadway profile was
raised 5.5' to eliminate roadway flooding. Provided bid-phase and parttime construction inspection and administration services.

East Road Bridges 5 & 6, Milton, VT: Principal-in-Charge responsible
for the scope of work, schedule adherence, and compliance with funding
requirements. Scope: Accelerated bridge design, permitting, and Rightof-Way coordination for the replacement of two bridges on East Road in
Milton. Design notice to proceed was given in September 2018, and
through an accelerated project delivery, construction was completed in
December 2019.
Wellington Road over Converseville Brook, Rindge, NH: Principal-inCharge for the scope of work, schedule adherence and client
coordination. Scope: The project involves the replacement of the
existing structurally deficient bridge that consists of two 12’ diameter
corrugated metal pipes. It is anticipated that a concrete arched rigid
frame will be the preferred replacement structure alternative.

Page 7
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JON OLIN, PE
Vice President • Vermont Regional Business Manager •
Project Manager

24
12

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

YEARS WITH
HOYLE TANNER
Registrations
Professional Engineer: VT,
NH, CA
Education
University of Delaware, BS,
Civil Engineering, 1998
Certifications
OSHA - Confined Space
Professional Associations

• ACEC VT Transportation
Committee (Chair)
• American Council of
Engineering CompaniesVT (Board of Directors)
• American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE)
• NY State County
Highway
Superintendents
Association (NYSCHSA)
• Vermont Society of
Engineers (VSE)
• Women's Transportation
Seminar (WTS) - VT
Chapter

Jon is the Regional Business Manager for our Vermont Office with
over 20 years of experience as a project manager and lead project
engineer on various types of projects including highway, bridge,
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and buildings. Jon is a recognized
leader in the engineering community within Chittenden County and
throughout Vermont, and he will bring the same attention to detail,
effective communication, and commitment to the project that his
reputation is built upon.
Experience
Densmore Drive over Indian Brook, Essex Junction, VT: Project
Manager responsible for all technical aspects of the project, scheduling,
budget and cost control, public presentations, permitting and client
coordination. Scope: Design and construction-phase services for the
FEMA funded 20' span box culvert replacement. Project included the
design of a by-pass and replacement of water and sewer lines within the
project limits.
Stagecoach Road Bridge Replacement over Moss Glen Brook, Stowe,
VT: Project Manager responsible for all technical aspects of the project,
scheduling, budget and cost control, public presentations, permitting
and client coordination. Scope: Design services for the FHWA ER
funded 50' span bridge replacement. New bridge consists of a NEXT
Beam Type D beam superstructure with semi-integral abutments.
East Road Bridges 5 & 6, Milton, VT: Project Manager responsible for
all technical aspects of the project, scheduling, budget and cost control,
public presentations, permitting, and client coordination. Scope:
Accelerated bridge design, permitting, and Right-of-Way coordination
for the replacement of two bridges on East Road in Milton. Design
notice to proceed was given in September 2018, and through an
accelerated project delivery, construction was completed in December
2019.
Muddy Brook Culvert Replacement, South Burlington, VT: Project
Manager responsible for substructure design. Scope: Design for a 34’
span precast concrete arch culvert structure spanning Muddy Brook at
the border of South Burlington and Williston, Vermont. Project site has
sensitive natural and cultural resources. As part of the project our
roadway engineers are designing an extension of the 10’-wide shared
use pathway to connect with Williston bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
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JOSIF BICJA, PE
Vice President • Senior Structural Engineer • QA/QC
Josif has experience in the design, rehabilitation, and inspection of
numerous bridges, covered bridges, wastewater treatment facilities
and miscellaneous projects. He has served as a project manager,
structural design engineer, construction inspector, and construction
administrator on over 50 municipally managed bridge projects, as well
as for MassDOT, VTrans and NYSDOT.

18
18

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

YEARS WITH
HOYLE TANNER
Registrations
Professional Engineer: VT,
NH
Education

• University of New
Hampshire, MS,
Civil/Structural
Engineering, 2006
• University of New
Hampshire, BS,
Civil/Structural
Engineering, 2003
Certifications

• FHWA - Fracture Critical
Inspection Techniques for
Steel Bridges & Safety
Inspection of In-Service
Bridges
• Shop Drawings &
Contract Clauses Risk
Control
• SPRAT - Level 1 Rope
Access Technician
Professional Associations
• National Society for the
Preservation of Covered
Bridges (NSPCB)
• Vermont Covered Bridge
Society

Experience
Wellington Road over Converseville Brook, Rindge, NH: Project
Manager for all technical aspects of the project, scheduling, budget and
cost control, public presentations, permitting and client coordination.
Scope: The project involves the replacement of the existing structurally
deficient bridge that consists of two 12’ diameter corrugated metal pipes.
It is anticipated that a concrete arched rigid frame will be the preferred
replacement structure alternative.
Stagecoach Road Bridge over Burton Pond Outlet, Wilton, NH: Project
Manager for all technical aspects of the project, scheduling, budget and
cost control and client coordination. Scope: The project includes
preparation of an engineering study for rehabilitation or replacement of
the bridge and associated roadway approach work, hydraulic analysis,
and preliminary cultural resource coordination services.
Culverts over Bailey Brook, Swanzey, NH: Project Manager for all
technical aspects of the project, scheduling, budget and cost control,
public presentations, permitting and client coordination. Scope: The
project involved preparation of a hydrologic and hydraulic study for the
replacement of Forest Avenue culvert and California Brook Road culvert
over Bailey Brook, which experience annual flooding and require
significant roadway maintenance and repairs.
Rabbit Hollow Road Bridge over Perry Brook, Swanzey, NH: Project
Manager for all technical aspects of the project, scheduling, budget and
cost control, public presentations, permitting and client coordination.
Scope: The project includes replacement of the existing structurally
deficient and undersized two corrugated metal pipes with a new 20’-0"
span precast concrete box culvert.
Christian Hill Road Bridge, Swanzey, NH: Project Manager for all
technical aspects of the project, scheduling, budget and cost control,
public presentations, permitting and client coordination. Scope: The
project includes preparation of an Engineering Study, preliminary and
final design for the replacement bridge and associated roadway approach
work, cultural resource coordination services, and preparation of bidding
documents.
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TODD CLARK, PE
Senior Vice President • Principal Transportation Engineer

31
20

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

YEARS WITH
HOYLE TANNER
Registrations
Professional Engineer: VT,
NH, MA, ME, FL
Education
University of
Massachusetts Dartmouth,
BS, Civil/Structural
Engineering-Water
Resources, 1991
Certifications
• National Highway
Institute
• Design and Operation of
Work Zone Traffic
Control, National
Highway Institute
• M.S.E. Walls, Reinforced
Soil Slopes and Soil Nail
Walls, NHDOT and
FHWA
Professional Associations

• American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE)
• Boston Society of Civil
Engineers Section
(BSCES)

Todd has extensive experience in transportation engineering
managing multi-discipline projects with complex roadway, bridge,
traffic, environmental, utilities and Right-of-Way components. His
strengths include evaluation of roadway cross section, geometrics,
compliance with stringent stormwater regulations, development of
efficient traffic management and phasing strategies along interstate
and arterial corridors. Todd serves as a Principal-in-Charge and
Project Manager for municipal and state-agency transportation
projects including NHDOT, MassDOT, and MaineDOT and is a former
state-agency highway/bridge design employee.
Experience
VTrans - Worcester Elmore Bridge 94, Worcester-Elmore, VT: Senior
Transportation Engineer contributing design opinions. Scope: As part of
a bundled (five structures) bridge design and construction project,
Hoyle Tanner is completing the design of this 11’ span box culvert
located on VT Route 12 in Elmore.
VTrans - Depot Street Bridge over West River, Jamaica, VT: Senior
Transportation Engineer contributing design opinions. Scope: Our team
completed the bridge inspection and scoping report for the Bridge No.
32 steel thru truss over the West River. Alternatives considered
rehabilitation and structural improvements to increase capacity and
posted weight restrictions as well as an alternative to maintain the
historic bridge for pedestrian traffic and install an off-alignment new
bridge for traffic.
Bolger Hill Road Drainage Alternatives Study, Jericho, VT: Principalin-Charge responsible for resourcing. Scope: Providing engineering
services for the Bolger Hill Road Drainage Alternatives Study (Scoping
Study) from Jericho Center Circle to the top of the hill, approximately
850’.
East Road Bridges 5 & 6, Milton, VT: Senior Transportation Engineer
responsible for contributing scoping and early design input. Scope:
Accelerated bridge design, permitting, and Right-of-Way coordination
for the replacement of two bridges on East Road in Milton. Design
notice to proceed was given in September 2018, and through an
accelerated project delivery, construction was completed in December
2019.
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KIMBERLY PEACE
Associate • Senior Environmental Coordinator
Kimberly has a thorough understanding of the intricacies of federal,
state, and local ordinances and regulations required for successful
project completion in a timely manner. She is experienced in wetland
delineation, permitting, and mitigation design and has technical
experience with the identification and protection of natural resources
– including rare, threatened, or endangered species – in all six New
England states, as well as New York, South Carolina, and Florida.

23
9

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

YEARS WITH
HOYLE TANNER
Education
• University of South
Carolina, MS, Marine
Science, 1994
• Thomas More College,
BS, Biology, 1992
Certifications

• FHWA - Public
Involvement in the
Transportation DecisionMaking Process
• OSHA - HAZWOPER
Professional Associations
• New Hampshire
Association of Natural
Resource Scientists
• Society of Wetland
Scientists

Experience
Muddy Brook Culvert Replacement, South Burlington, VT: Senior
Environmental Coordinator for federal, state and local permitting
including coordination with Vermont Agency of Natural Resources and
Stream Engineer. Scope: As a joint project between the City of South
Burlington and Town of Williston, with VTrans Municipal Assistance
Bureau funding, Hoyle Tanner completed a detailed engineering study
and final design for the replacement of the Muddy Brook Crossing
Structure at Kimball / Marshall Avenue.
Densmore Drive Culvert #2 Replacement, Essex Junction, VT: Senior
Environmental Coordinator for federal and state permitting efforts.
Scope: Design services for the village-funded 20' span box culvert
replacement. Project included the waterline relocation design within the
project limits. Project was the second of three culvert replacements
along this Indian Brook Corridor.
East Road Bridges 5 & 6, Milton, VT: Senior Environmental
Coordinator for federal, state and local permitting efforts, including
discussions with VT ANR, VT Fish and Game and USACE regarding
stream stabilization alternatives. Scope: Accelerated bridge design,
permitting, and Right-of-Way coordination for the replacement of two
bridges on East Road in Milton. Design notice to proceed was given in
September 2018, and through an accelerated project delivery,
construction was completed in December 2019.
Stagecoach Road Bridge Replacement over Moss Glen Brook, Stowe,
VT: Senior Environmental Coordinator for supervision of wetland and
stream alteration permit applications, coordination with VTrans staff
regarding NEPA analysis, and preparation of Programmatic Categorical
Exclusion. Scope: Design services for the FHWA ER funded 50' span
bridge replacement. New bridge consists of a NEXT Beam Type D beam
superstructure with semi-integral abutments.
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STEPHEN HAAS, PE, PTOE
Vice President • Senior Transportation Engineer

20
16

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

YEARS WITH
HOYLE TANNER
Registrations
Professional Engineer: VT,
NH, ME, MA
Education
Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, BS, Civil
Engineering, 2002
Certifications

• NH LPA Certification for
Labor Compliance
• NH LPA Certification
Training
• NHI Roadway Safety
Design
• OSHA - 10 Hour
• Professional Traffic
Operations Engineer
Professional Associations
New Hampshire Institute of
Transportation Engineers
(NHITE) - Past President

Steve is an expert in identifying transportation infrastructure
improvement opportunities and developing practicable, innovative,
and sustainable engineering solutions. He specializes in roadway and
traffic engineering, traffic analysis, multi-modal safety, and
intersection and traffic signal layouts. Because of his specialty, he is
knowledgeable in the AASHTO, FHWA, ITE, and TRB transportation
guidelines. Steve has been the project manager or designer of many
successful municipally managed projects for several communities,
including corridor studies, Roadway Safety Audits (RSAs), Safe
Routes to School (SRTS), downtown improvement projects, and
Transportation Alternative Program (TAP) projects.
Experience
VT 116 Highway Access & Work Permit Assistance, South Burlington,
VT: Project Manager responsible for technical oversight, project
scoping, scheduling, budget and cost control, client coordination.
Scope: Assisted the City in acquiring access permits to construct three
new mid-block pedestrian crossings and associated signage along
Hinesburg Road (VT 116). Our team’s efforts included crosswalk layout,
plans development, and permit preparation.
Kennedy Drive at Twin Oaks Drive Mid-Block Pedestrian Crossing,
South Burlington, VT: Project Manager responsible for technical
oversight, project scoping, scheduling, budget and cost control, client
coordination. Scope: Preliminary and final design of a new mid-block
crossing of Kennedy Road to provide safe access for Green Mountain
Transit bus stops and a connection to the City’s shared use bike
path. Improvements included rectangular rapid flashing beacons,
overhead lighting, pedestrian refuge islands, new sidewalk and curb
ramps, high visibility pavement markings, and pavement resurfacing.
Dorset Street, South Burlington, VT: Project Manager responsible for
all technical aspects of the project including design, report
development, phasing considerations, and presentation of findings to
the City. Scope: Study and design of pavement rehabilitation for
approximately 1.1 miles (5,800’) of Dorset Street in South Burlington
beginning at the intersection of Kennedy Drive and ending at the
intersection of Williston Road (US Route 2). This project is currently in
the conceptual phase with alternatives being developed for various
multi-year phasing and construction traffic control options.
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REFERENCES
The following client references are familiar with Hoyle Tanner’s capabilities and performance on various
projects. We encourage you to call upon the following individuals as a testament to the quality and
thoroughness of the work we do for our clients.

REFERENCE

PROJECTS

Chelsea Mandigo

Water Quality Superintendent
Village of Essex Junction
2 Lincoln Street
Essex Junction, Vermont 05452
(802) 878-6943 ext. 1705
chelsea@essexjunction.org

Thomas DiPietro

Director of Public Works
City of South Burlington
Department of Public Works
180 Market Street
South Burlington, Vermont 05403
(802) 658-7961 ext. 108
tdipietro@sburl.com

•
•

Densmore Drive Culvert Replacement
Brickyard Road over Indian Brook

•
•
•
•
•
•

Muddy Brook Culvert Replacement
Dorset Street
On Call Services 2021-2025
Muddy Brook Culvert MSE Wall
Laurel Hill South Neighborhood Flood
Mitigation Alternatives Investigation
Ground/Surface Water Monitoring

•
•
•

Stagecoach Road Bridge Replacement
Luce Hill Road Bridge Replacement
Moscow Village Streetscape

•
•
•
•

East Road Bridges 5 & 6
Pearl Streetscape
Cherry Street
Waterfront Access North

Harry Sheppard

Director of Public Works
Town of Stowe
Akeley Memorial Building
67 Main Street
Stowe, Vermont 05672
(802) 253-8770
hshepard@stowevt.gov

David Allerton, PE

Director of Public Works
Town of Milton
43 Bombardier Road
Milton, Vermont 05468
(802) 999-2228
dallerton@miltonvt.gov
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RELATED PRIOR
EXPERIENCE
Client
City of South Burlington
Thomas DiPietro
Services Provided
• Study
• Hydraulic Analysis
• Subconsultant Coordination

Muddy Brook Culvert Replacement
South Burlington, VT
In 2017, a temporary bridge was installed at the Kimball/Marshall Avenue
crossing over Muddy brook to span a failing 15’ diameter corrugated metal
pipe structure. From this project onset, Hoyle Tanner supported the City of
South Burlington and Town of Williston in developing solutions, obtaining
funding, emergency stabilization in response to a 2019 storm event, and the
eventual replacement of the structure.
Beginning with an engineering study, our team completed a detailed hydraulic
analysis utilizing 2D hydraulic software with output that not only resulted in
improved scour protection design and water passage adequacy, but also
provided visual aids showing upstream and downstream impacts that were
used in public presentations. As part of the study, Hoyle Tanner worked
closely with both municipalities as well as local bike and pedestrian advocacy
groups to ensure the solutions are safe and effective for all modes of
transportation while considering cost and environmental impacts. The design
solution was a 36’ span precast concrete arch culvert on friction pile
supported footings. Utilizing a high-profile shape, the new arch supports both
aquatic and terrestrial animal passage while allowing for buried utilities
above. The design incorporates improved roadway geometry as well as a new
10’-wide shared use pathway. Hoyle Tanner assisted with grant preparations
to procure funding through a Town Highway Structures Grant as well as a
FHWA Transportation Alternatives Grant locally administered through the
VTrans Municipal Assistance Bureau Program.
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RELATED PRIOR
EXPERIENCE
Client
Village of Essex Junction
James Jutras
Services Provided
• Alternatives Development &
Analysis
• Hydraulic Analysis
• Permitting
• Final Design
• Bid Process Administration

Densmore Drive over Indian Brook
Essex Junction, VT
Densmore Drive was completely washed out during a storm event, and the
existing corrugated metal plate pipes sustained significant damage causing
the Village to close Densmore Drive at the crossing for safety reasons. Hoyle
Tanner was retained to provide engineering services for the design of a
replacement structure acceptable for FEMA reimbursement. We identified
that the most durable structure replacement would be a precast concrete box
culvert with a span of 20’ and a rise of 7’. Through coordination with local
precast manufacturers, we found that the materials specified would not be
available in time for fall 2020 construction. FEMA determined that opening
the channel up prior to winter to reduce the likelihood of flooding or ice jams
would be reimbursable; therefore, it was determined to be in the best interest
of the project to be completed in spring 2021.
A detailed hydraulic study was completed to determine the appropriate span
for the proposed structure. Permitting efforts were also complete, and we
coordinated closely with regulatory personnel to streamline the review
processes and ensure requirements were met. Additional design efforts
include the replacement of a waterline and sewer line within project limits.
Several underground utilities are within project limits, and close coordination
with the utility companies were necessary to ensure the facilities were
relocated prior to winterizing the channel. The project was bid in November
2020 and was completed in summer 2021. The project was funded through
the FEMA Public Assistance program.
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RELATED PRIOR
EXPERIENCE

Stagecoach Road Bridge Replacement over Moss
Glen Brook

Client
Town of Stowe
Harry Sheppard

Stowe, VT

Services Provided
• Permitting
• Hydraulic Analysis
• Right-of-Way Coordination
• Final Design

The Town identified the need for replacement of a twin 14’-span corrugated
pipe arch culvert crossing of the Moss Glen Brook. The existing deteriorated
pipes were at risk of failure and were undersized for hydraulic streamflow
capacity as well as presenting barriers to aquatic organism passage. Hoyle
Tanner was selected to develop replacement structure alternatives and
complete the final design of the selected alternative which incorporates a
prestressed concrete NEXT Beam Type D superstructure that allowed for an
accelerated bridge construction to be implemented, thus reducing the road
closure duration. The beam ends were detailed with a semi-integral abutment
design that removed the need for traditional bridge joints and the
maintenance/replacement costs associated. The abutments were designed
utilizing taper tube pipe piles which allowed for shorter pile lengths and
avoidance of a soft clay strata layer, saving cost and time of installation. Our
team coordinated closely with regulatory officials and developed this solution
which minimized site impacts, protecting sensitive resources and cost
effectively improving the hydraulic capacity of the crossing.
Design, including all permitting and Right-of-Way coordination, was
completed within eight months, with accelerated construction completed in
less than 10 weeks. Funding was provided through the FHWA Emergency
Relief (ER) program and a Town match and was locally administered through
the VTrans Municipal Assistance Program. Construction was successfully
completed in September 2021.
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RELATED PRIOR
EXPERIENCE
Client
Town of Milton
David Allerton, PE
Services Provided
• Accelerated Project Delivery
• Bid Process Administration
• Hydraulic Analysis
• Construction Administration
• Final Design
• Alternatives Development &
Analysis

East Road Bridges 5 & 6
Milton, VT
Hoyle Tanner was contracted to complete engineering and construction
inspection services for the replacement of two bridges (Br. #5 and #6) on
East Road. Working closely with the Town and regulatory personnel, our team
was able to complete accelerated design, permitting and Right-of-Way
coordination services within five months from contract award.
Bridge #5 is located on a vertical sag curve in the roadway that significantly
reduces sight distance and has a history of accidents. Our team worked with
the Town to identify a cost-effective solution to replace the bridge structure
with a buried precast concrete rigid frame and increase the height of the
roadway approximately 5’ at the sag, to improve safety. As this crossing is
also used by the property abutter for cattle crossing under East Road, the
span of the culvert was increased by 4' to include a level path where cattle
can cross safely through the structure, adjacent to the stream. The
replacement structure is a 17' span precast concrete rigid frame.
Our design services included a 2D hydraulic analysis of the Bridge #6
crossing. With a downstream confluence, railroad crossing and large amounts
of storage area on both sides of East Road, we were able to accurately model
existing and proposed conditions to select the appropriately sized
replacement structure: a 20' precast concrete box culvert.
Following a full road closure at both structures, construction was complete in
November 2019.
Trusted Experts | Innovative Results
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RELATED PRIOR
EXPERIENCE
Client
Town of Rindge
Sara Gravell
Services Provided
• Study
• Preliminary Design
• Final Design
• Permitting
• Hydraulic Analysis
• Resource Agency
Coordination
• Public Outreach
• Bid Process Administration
• Construction Administration

Wellington Road over Converseville Brook
Rindge, NH
Hoyle Tanner was selected to investigate potential replacement and
rehabilitation alternatives for the Wellington Road Bridge. The existing bridge
was built in 1950 and consisted of two 12’-6” wide by 7’-6” high corrugated
metal culverts. The two culverts were approximately 50’ long and ran parallel
to Converseville Brook. The structure carried two travel lanes and had a total
paved width of approximately 30’ from face of rail to face of rail.
Several replacement alternatives were evaluated to meet the project purpose
and need. Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis was also completed to determine
the design flood events and adequate bridge waterway opening, as well as
roadway profile improvements to alleviate flooding during storm events.
A 35’ long precast concrete arched rigid frame bridge supported on precast
concrete footings and pedestal walls was designed for the replacement
bridge. We also provided bid- and construction-phase services for the project
including bidding assistance, shop drawing review, measurement of quantities
and field observations. This project was completed ahead of schedule and
under budget.
The project was partially funded through the NHDOT Municipally-Managed
State Bridge Aid Program.
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RELATED PRIOR
EXPERIENCE

Stagecoach Road Bridge over Burton Pond
Outlet

Client
Town of Wilton
Nick Germain

Wilton, NH

Services Provided
• Study
• Preliminary Design
• Final Design
• Alternatives Development &
Analysis
• Hydraulic Analysis
• Condition Assessment
• Cultural Resources
Documentation

Hoyle Tanner was selected by the Town of Wilton to investigate potential
replacement and rehabilitation alternatives for the Stagecoach Road Bridge.
The original bridge was built in 1940 and reconstructed in 1960. It consists of
a 26’-0” single-span timber stringer and deck superstructure supported by
concrete faced stone abutments and a timber bent. The superstructure is 16’6” wide and carries one travel lane with alternating two-way traffic. Several
replacement and rehabilitation alternatives were evaluated to meet the
project's purpose and need. A detailed 2D hydrologic and hydraulic analysis
was also completed to determine the design flood events and adequate
bridge waterway opening, as well as roadway profile improvements to
alleviate flooding during storm events.
A 32’ long precast concrete arched rigid frame bridge supported on precast
concrete footings and pedestal walls was designed for the replacement
bridge. We also provided bid- and construction-phase services for the project
including bidding assistance, shop drawing review, measurement of quantities
and field observations. This project was completed ahead of schedule and
under budget.
The project was partially funded through the NHDOT Municipally-Managed
State Bridge Aid Program.
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10.b
June 28, 2020
Honorable Mr. Tom Cavanaugh, Chair
Honorable Mr. Vince Annunziata, Vice Chair
Honorable Ms. Melissa Brown
Honorable Mr. Taylor Prouty
Honorable Mr. Jim Fleming
Mr. Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator
RE: F/U to Select Board Meeting
Dear Members of the Londonderry Selectboard:
I am excited to tell you that after speaking to Adam Sevi, Norwich Faculty Senior Capstone
Coordinator, we have agreed to expand our letter of intent (LOI) to include site engineering for
housing! He will assign two groups of senior students - one for the center, one for housing and
they will finish up in May.
They are going to do all the studies like wetlands, runoff, soil, traffic, utilities. They will site the
buildings – the Center, mixed family units - multi-family, duplexes, single family, tiny homes.
We have agreed that our LOI will serve as a “punch list” of sorts to guide the learning activities
of the students and maximize the return to the town from their work.
I would like to stress again that the concept of building a Community Center and addressing
Housing were two of the three priorities that Town Residents chose as most important to them
for the continued growth and economic development of Londonderry, really as a hub for the
Mountain Communities. I’d also like to mention how important to the planning of the center
and potential housing it is to have a specific piece of land on which to perform the site
engineering required.
As I said at the meeting on June 20, this project isn’t just a pipedream anymore. The pieces
needed to bring this all together are falling into place. I find when talking to people (and I
LOVE to talk), they support the Center, realize the absolute needs of the community that could
be solved with a Center such as the one that is shaping up; and support the Prouty Property as an
excellent choice for building. The needs of our residents as far as housing isn’t even debatable
anymore. I am thrilled to potentially have the information that Sharon Crossman in collaboration
with Patty Eisenhauer will gather in their housing assessment. I also would like to follow up
with Sharon Crossman for copies of any site engineering or testing that has already been done.
I understand the trepidation in signing off on firstly, using the Prouty Property as our potential
project site and secondly, negotiating the future conveyance of that property to an entity that is in
its infancy. If we move forward on this request, I need you to know that the students are fully
protected for any liability during any site visits or while on property; there will be NO
construction – only site engineering. We will see engineering faculty on site with the students,
there will be maps and surveying. We will end up with all reports, maps, drawings, etc. which
then can be used as a springboard for a construction and engineering company and to show to
grantors to prove the worthiness of the project.
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In closing, I do want to stress that allowing us to begin this project and have access to the Prouty
Property is an authorization I need to have before Norwich University begins. I need to ask you
to please make a determination as to whether we can use the Prouty Property for our project
studies and site engineering.
I am happy to get you whatever information you need. If you need letters of support or a petition
of some sort to show the public support we have thus far, I will be happy to do that for you.
This is all very exciting not only to me, but to everyone that hears about the project. I am
committed to seeing this project through to the end and I know there are community members
who feel the same way. This is an opportunity for the Town Leadership to show true support,
build goodwill for the Town Leaders and really, not effect town finances with a tax increase or
any bonding.
We await your decision.
Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Yankosky,
One Londonderry Steering Committee,
Chair, Community Center Workgroup
Cc:
Cc: Elsie Smith, Co-Chair One Londonderry, Esther Fishman, Co-Chair One Londonderry,
Patty Eisenhauer, One Londonderry Steering Committee, Chair, Housing Workgroup,
One Londonderry Steering Committee Members
Bruce Frauman
Martha Dale
Larry Gubb
Mimi Adams-Lines
Stu Osnoe
Community Center Workgroup Members
Nicole Wengerd
Lisa Sicotte
Sarah Kieffer
Maud Maciak
Max Turner
Kelsey Kaspar
Heather Gardner
Kate Dewey
Brent Bammarito
Eva Pare
Michael Barczewski
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10.d & 10.e

Shane O’Keefe
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dwight Johnson <dajwva@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 25, 2022 8:04 AM
Shane O’Keefe; Tom Cavanagh; Taylor Prouty; Vincent Annunziata; Jim Fleming; Melissa Brown
Tom and Judy Platt; Smith, Stephanie A
Platt Project - Extension

Shane,
The Platts are requesting a 60 day extension, until August 31, on the Posts Office project. They hope to have
completed the project sooner, but believe it is prudent to make the extension for the full 60 days. (My
recollection is that when we last received an extension, we had asked for a longer period. I don't know why
that request was not granted.)
FYI, the furnace has been installed, the electrical wiring is done, and the remaining work is primarily sheetrocking, bathroom fixtures, misc. painting, etc. Needless to say, the Platts are pleased that the project is
almost complete.
We are in the process of preparing final numbers for the project and will provide them as soon as they are
complete.
Dwight
-802 824-9986

1
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10.f.1

DRAFT #2 - 6/19/2022

Section 18: Eligibility for Benefits
1. Health Benefits
A. The Ttown offers group health insurance programs for the benefit of its eligible full
and part time employees. Eligible employees will be offered health insurance benefits
from their date of hire. For the purposes of eligibility for health benefits an employee must
work a minimum of 30 hours averaged over 26 weeks.
B. For full-time employees employed by the Town on June 30, 2022, the Town will provide
health insurance coverage for the employee and either the employee’s spouse or children*
(up to age 25) at no cost to the employee.
C. For full-time employees hired after June 30, 2022, the Town will provide health insurance
coverage for the employee, the employee’s spouse, and the employee’s children* (up 25
years of age), and the employee shall be responsible for 10% of the premium cost of the
applicable insurance. Full-time employees employed by the Town on June 30, 2022 may opt
into this insurance coverage option, but may not thereafter return to coverage provided for in
paragraph B, above, whether or not their personal circumstances change.
D. The Town may pay a sum of 50% of the cost of an eligible premium for full-time
employees that can demonstrate that they have adequate health care insurance through a
spouse or a governmental health insurance program.
E. The Ttown offers a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA) program for employees
eligible for health insurance benefits. The payment for a newly hired employee will be for an
amount prorated for the portion of the calendar year from the date of hire to the end of the
year. During an employee's probationary period, the employee is not eligible for nor will
accrue amounts provided by the Ttown for a HRA. However, after a probationary period has
been completed, an employee will receive a HRA equal to an amount prorated for the portion
of the calendar year starting with the original date of hire.
F. The Ttown reserves the right to change insurance carriers, or to add, delete or amend
insurance benefit programs in its sole discretion. The Ttown also reserves the right to change
the amount or percentage of its contribution to the cost of any group health insurance
program. Employees will be provided with advance notice of any change in the contribution
rate.
2. Other Benefits
The Ttown offers additional benefits to full time employees as defined in Section 2 to
include but are not limited to Holiday Leave, Vacation Leave, Personal Leave, Sick
Leave, Bereavement Leave, Parental and Family Leave, Municipal Retirement, and Short
Term Family Leave, Life Insurance, Short- and Long-Term Disability Insurance.
* Including step-children

NOTE: Monthly cost to employee seeking to change to family plan = $248 if 10% premium contribution.
Monthly cost to employee seeking to change to family plan = $372 if 15% premium contribution.
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10.f.2
Health Insurance Plan - Policy Change Comparison
6/23/2022
Existing Policy

Proposed Policy

Plan: BC/BS Standard Platimum
Plan
Single
Couple
Parent + kids
Family

Premium
882.05
1,764.10
1,702.36
2,478.56

Annual Cost
10,584.60
21,169.20
20,428.32
29,742.72

Employee
Count
1
3
2
0
6

Employee
Contribution
0%
0%
0%
0%

Annual Cost
Employee
Town
10,584.60
63,507.60
40,856.64
114,948.84

Employee
Count
1
3
1
1
6

Employee
Contribution
0%
0%
0%
10%

Annual Cost
Employee
Town
10,584.60
63,507.60
20,428.32
2,974.27
26,768.45
2,974.27
121,288.97
Change =

Cost for Couple to change to Family
Cost for Parent+kids to change to Family

Monthly
714.46
776.20

6,340.13

Annual
8,573.52
9,314.40
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GUIDANCE FOR MUNICIPALITIES
JANUARY 2022

JAMES PEPPER, CHAIR
JULIE HULBURD, COMMISSIONER
KYLE HARRIS, COMMISSIONER
BRYNN HARE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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C.

•

Place conditions on the operation of cannabis establishments, or create special rules for
them, that is not within their zoning authority under 24 V.S.A. § 4414 or their authority to
regulate signs or public nuisances under 24 V.S.A. § 2291. 7 V.S.A. § 863(d)(2).

•

Use their zoning power under 24 V.S.A. § 4414 or their ordinance power under 24
V.S.A. § 2291 in a way that will have the effect of prohibiting the operation of cannabis
establishments. 7 V.S.A. § 863(d)(1).
Local Cannabis Control Commissions

Municipalities may create a local cannabis control commission, but they are not required to.
Municipalities must give notice to the Cannabis Control Board if they have formed a local
cannabis control commission.
The local commission may issue and administer local control licenses and may condition
licenses on compliance with zoning bylaws under 24 V.S.A. § 4414 and ordinances regulating
signs or public nuisances under 24 V.S.A. § 2291. The local commission may also deny,
suspend, or revoke a local control license if it violates conditions placed on the license. Local
commissions must inform the Board of such actions.
If a local control commission requires a license, a cannabis establishment must obtain one before
being licensed by the Cannabis Control Board. A local control commission must promptly
consider license applications and may not indefinitely delay consideration.
The conditions that local control commissions can place on a license are limited to compliance
with zoning bylaws under 24 V.S.A. § 4414 and compliance with ordinances regulating signs or
public nuisances under 24 V.S.A. § 2291. As explained further in subsection B of this section IV,
placing additional conditions on a local license, or suspending or revoking licenses for any
reason other than the allowable conditions, is a violation of state law.
The local commissioners may be members of the municipality’s legislative body.
If a municipality has not formed a local control commission, no local licensing approval will be
required before the Board approves a license to operate.
Even without a local cannabis control commission a municipality may still regulate cannabis
establishments in accordance with their general authority to regulate businesses. For more
information on a municipality’s regulatory power with respect to cannabis businesses please see
subsection B of this section IV.
D.

No State-Mandated Zoning Designations for Cannabis Businesses

There is no provision in state law or the Board’s rules that requires a particular zoning
designation for any cannabis establishment.
A municipality’s zoning rules may require a certain type of cannabis establishment to operate
within a particular zoning designation, but that will be determined on a town-by-town and
business-by-business basis.

6
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Sullivan.Powers & co.,P.C.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
77 Barre Street
P.O. Box 947
Montpelier, VT 05601
802/223-2352
www.sullivanpowers.com

Fred Duplessis, CPA
Richard J. Brigham, CPA
Chad A. Hewitt, CPA
Wendy C. Gilwee, CPA
VT Lie. #92-000180

June 16, 2022
Selectboard
Town of Londonderry, Vermont
100 Old School Street
PO Box 118
South Londonderry, VT 05155
We are pleased to confirm our understanding of the services we are to provide for the year
ended June 30, 2022.
You have requested that we prepare the modified cash basis financial statements of the
governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of
Londonderry, Vermont as of and for the year then ended June 30, 2022, including the related notes to the
financial statements, and perform a review engagement with respect to those financial statements.
In addition, the following supplementary information will be presented with the financial
statements. Such supplementary information is the responsibility of management. We will not audit or
review the information.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Statement of Cash Receipts, Cash Disbursements and Changes in Modified Cash
Basis Fund balance - Budget and Actual - Budgetary Basis - General Fund.
Combining Schedule of Modified Cash Basis Assets, Liabilities and Fund Balances
-Non-Major Governmental Funds.
Combining Schedule of Cash Receipts, Cash Disbursements and Changes in
Modified Cash Basis Fund Balances - Non-Major Governmental Funds.
Combining Schedule of Modified Cash Basis Assets, Liabilities and Fund Balances
- Non-Major Special Revenue Funds.
Combining Schedule of Cash Receipts, Cash Disbursements and Changes in
Modified Cash Basis Fund Balances - Non-Major Special Revenue Funds.
Combining Schedule of Modified Cash Basis Assets, Liabilities and Fund Balances
- Non-Major Capital Projects Funds.
Combining Schedule of Cash Receipts, Cash Disbursements and Changes m
Modified Cash Basis Fund Balances - Non-Major Capital Projects Funds.

Members of The American Institute and Vermont Society of Certified Public Accountants
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
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June 16, 2022

Our Responsibilities
The objective of our engagement is to1. Prepare financial statements in accordance with modified cash basis accounting principles
based on information provided by you, and
2. Obtain limited assurance as a basis for reporting whether we are aware of any material
modifications that should be made to the financial statements in order for them to be in
accordance with modified cash basis accounting
We will conduct our review engagement in accordance with Statements on Standards for
Accounting and Review Services (SSARS) promulgated by the Accounting and Review Services
Committee of the AICPA and comply with applicable professional standards, including the AICPA's
"Code of Professional Conduct" and its ethical principles of integrity, objectivity, professional
competence and due care, when preparing the financial statements and performing the review engagement.
A review engagement includes primarily applying analytical procedures to your financial
data and making inquiries of management. A review engagement is substantially less in scope than an
audit engagement, the objective of which is the expression of an opinion regarding the financial statements
as a whole. A review engagement does not contemplate obtaining an understanding of the Town's internal
control, assessing fraud risk; testing accounting records by obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence
through inspection, observation, confirmation, or other examination of source documents; or other
procedures ordinarily performed in an audit engagement. Accordingly, we will not express an opinion
regarding the financial statements.
Our engagement cannot be relied upon to identify or disclose any financial statement
misstatements, including those caused by fraud or error, or to identify or disclose any wrongdoing within
the Town or noncompliance with laws and regulations. However, we will inform the appropriate level of
management of any material errors and any evidence or information that comes to our attention during the
performance of our review procedures that indicates fraud may have occurred. In addition, we will inform
you of any evidence or information that comes to our attention during the performance of our review
procedures regarding any noncompliance with laws and regulations that may have occurred, unless they
are clearly inconsequential. We have no responsibility to identify and communicate deficiencies or
material weaknesses in your internal control as part of this engagement.
We in our sole professional judgement, reserve the right to refuse to perform any procedure
or take any action that could be construed as assuming management responsibilities since performing
those procedures or taking such action would impair our independence.
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June 16, 2022

Your Responsibilities
The engagement to be performed is conducted on the basis that you acknowledge and
understand that our role is to prepare financial statements in accordance with modified cash basis
accounting principles and to obtain limited assurance as a basis for reporting whether we are aware of any
material modifications that should be made to the financial statements in order for the statements to be in
accordance with modified cash basis accounting principles. You have the following overall
responsibilities that are fundamental to our undertaking the engagement in accordance with SSARS:
1. The selection of modified cash basis accounting principles as the financial reporting
framework to be applied in the preparation of the financial statements.
2. The preparation and fair presentation of financial statements in accordance with
modified cash basis accounting principles and the inclusion of all informative
disclosures that are appropriate for modified cash basis accounting principles.
3. The design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements that are fee from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
4. The prevention and detection of fraud.
5. To ensure that the Town complies with the laws and regulations applicable to its
activities.
6. The accuracy and completeness of the records, documents, explanations, and other
information, including significant judgments, you provide to us for the engagement.
7. To provide us witha. access to all information of which you are aware is relevant to the preparation
and fair presentation of the financial statements, such as records, documentation,
and other matters.
b. additional information that we may request from you for the purpose of the
review engagement.
c. unrestricted access to persons within the Town of whom we determine it
necessary to make inquiries.
8. To provide us, at the conclusion of the engagement, with a letter that confirms certain
representations made during the review.
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You are also responsible for all management decisions and responsibilities and for
designating an individual with suitable skills, knowledge, and experience to oversee our preparation of
your financial statements. You are responsible for evaluating the adequacy and results of the services
performed and accepting responsibility for such services.

Our Report
We will issue a written report upon completion of our review of the Town of Londonderry,
Vermont's financial statements. Our report will be addressed to the Selectboard. We cannot provide
assurance that an unmodified accountant's review report will be issued. Circumstances may arise in which
it is necessary for us to report known departures from the modified cash basis of accounting, add an
emphasis-of-matter or other-matter paragraph(s), or withdraw from the engagement. If, for any reason,
we are unable to complete the review of your financial statements, we will not issue a report on such
statements as a result of this engagement.
You agree to include our accountant's review report in any document containing financial
statements that indicates that such financial statements have been reviewed by us and, prior to inclusion
of the report, to obtain our permission to do so.
The supplementary information accompanying the financial statements will be presented
for purposes of additional analysis. Our report will state we did not audit or review the information and
do not express an opinion, a conclusion, nor provide any assurance on it.

Other Relevant Information
Richard Brigham, CPA is the engagement partner and is responsible for supervising the
engagement and signing the report or authorizing another individual to sign it.
Based on the current conditions, some of our review procedures may need to be performed
remotely. As a result, your employees will need to send any requested information to us electronically
through secure sites and/or allow us to view it utilizing available videoconferencing technology. If, for
whatever reason, your personnel are unavailable to provide the necessary assistance in a timely manner,
it may substantially increase the work we have to do and hinder our ability to complete the engagement
within the established deadlines and result in an increase in our fees over our original fee estimate.
In the event we are required to respond to a subpoena, court order or other legal process
for the production of documents and/or testimony relative to information we obtained and/or prepared
during the course of this engagement, you agree to compensate us for the time we expend in connection
with such response, and to reimburse us for all of our out-of-pocket costs incurred in that regard.
In the event that we are or may be obligated to pay any cost, settlement, judgment, fine,
penalty, or similar award or sanction as a result of a claim, investigation, or other proceeding instituted by
any third party, then to the extent that such obligation is or may be a direct or indirect result of your
intentional or knowing misrepresentation or provision to us of inaccurate or incomplete information in
connection with this engagement, and not any failure on our part to comply with professional standards,
you agree to indemnify us, defend us, and hold us harmless as against such obligations.
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To ensure that our independence is not impaired under the AI CPA Code of Professional
Conduct, you agree to inform us before entering into any substantive employment discussions with any
of our personnel.
In connection with this engagement, we may communicate with you or others via email
transmission. As emails can be intercepted and read, disclosed, or otherwise used or communicated by an
unintended third party, or may not be delivered to each of the parties to whom they are directed and only
to such parties, we cannot guarantee or warrant that emails from us will be properly delivered and read
only by the addressee. Therefore, we specifically disclaim and waive any liability or responsibility
whatsoever for interception or unintentional disclosure of emails transmitted by us in connection with the
performance of this engagement. In that regard, you agree that we shall have no liability for any loss or
damage to any person or entity resulting from the use of email transmissions, including any consequential,
incidental, direct, indirect, or special damages, such as loss of revenues or anticipated profits, or disclosure
or communication of confidential or proprietary information.
This engagement letter is contractual in nature, and includes all of the relevant terms that
will govern the engagement for which it has been prepared. The terms of this letter supersede any prior
oral or written representations or commitments by or between the parties. Any material changes or
additions to the terms set forth in this letter will only become effective if evidenced by a written
amendment to this letter, signed by all of the parties.
Our engagement ends on delivery of our report. Any follow-up services that might be
required will be a separate, new engagement. The terms and conditions of that new engagement will be
governed by a new, specific engagement letter for that service.

Fee Arrangements
Based upon our knowledge of your accounting system and our understanding of the
requirements, we have determined that the review services can be performed for a fee of $9,000 provided
that the books are closed and reconciled and our to do list is completed prior to our commencing fieldwork.
Fees for any other accounting services we provide will be billed based on the time of the
individuals performing these services at our standard hourly rates plus out-of-pocket expenses.
Our procedure is to bill on a monthly progress basis for work performed to date. Accounts
are due and payable upon receipt. A finance charge of one percent ( 1 % ) per month will be charged on
balances over thirty (30) days.

General Terms and Conditions
We are prepared to commence work as soon as formally engaged. We will issue draft
reports for your review and acceptance prior to the final reports being issued. We will issue the final
reports within one (1) week of your approval of the draft reports.
All workpapers prepared in connection with this review shall be retained for a period of
five (5) years.
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If the terms are acceptable to you and the services are in accordance with your

requirements, please sign in the space provided and return an executed copy of this letter to us.
Respectfully submitted,

J JL. r_.. ; ("-ol
cJ

SULLIVAN, POWERS &
Certified Public Accountants

We understand that the purpose of this letter is to clarify the services to be performed by
you and the fee arrangements. We hereby confirm to you that we agree to the contents of this letter.

Dated:
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State of Vermont
Windham County Sheriffs Office
P.O. Box 266 (Route 30)
Newfane, VT 05345
Tel: (802) 365-4942
Mark R. Anderson, Sheriff

CONTRACT# 23-009
CONTRACT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES
THIS AGREEMENT made this __ day of
2022, by and between the Windham
County Sheriffs Office having its office in Brattleboro, Vermont (hereinafter the "Office") and the
Town of Londonderry having its office in Londonderry. Vermont (hereinafter the "Town"),
pursuant to 24 V.S.A. § 291a.
Recitals
Whereas, the Town desires to contract with the Office for the performance of law enforcement
services; and
Whereas, the Office is agreeable to rendering such law enforcement services on the terms and
conditions set forth in this Agreement; and
Whereas, such law enforcement agreements are authorized and provided for pursuant to Title 24,
Section 291 a of the Vermont Statutes.
Now Therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, and for good and
valuable consideration, the patties mutually agree as follows:
1. Scope of Services
A. The Office shall provide general law enforcement services on behalf of the
Town to the extent and in the manner set forth in this Agreement.

B. Such services shall include those duties and functions of the type coming
within the jurisdiction and customarily rendered by the Office, including but
not limited to: furnishing patrols, investigating, apprehending, preparing for
prosecution, and the final disposition of any motor vehicle violation, vehicle
identification number (VIN) verification, and local ordinance violations.
1.

The Office will only conduct VIN verification services with the Town during
its regular patrol schedule. No special trips to the Town will be made for the
singular purpose of providing VIN verifications.
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C. All matters incident to the performance of such services or the control of personnel
employed to render such services under this Agreement shall be and remain in the
control of the Office. All deputy sheriffs assigned to service for the Town pursuant to
this Agreement shall be subject to and shall abide by all policies and procedures of
the Office.
D. The Town agrees that all emergency calls will be directed to the appropriate Town's
primary law enforcement agency. The Office agrees to supplement policing services
in addition to the respective primary law enforcement agency's resources at the
request of the Town Administration.
E. The Office may assist other agencies in an emergency within or in close proximity to
the Town and will request, if needed, assistance from other agencies.
F. The Town acknowledges that policing activities can result in court hearings in which
the Office's staff is required to attend. The Town agrees to compensate the Office for
activities including but not limited to, court hearings, depositions and other legal
processes for activities performed pursuant to this contract.

2. Compensation
A. The Office shall be paid at the Regular Rate of $48.50 per hour per deputy, -Md ·.. rHA

cover related expenses for the hourly wage of the deputy; including ~ A. wov-l<.€r5
compensation, unemployment, social security, federal/state withholdings, Police Professional Liability coverage and supervision. The hourly rate includes the mileage
reimbursement rate for cruiser use. This rate is contingent on a similar agreement ) ~\-l'vJ
being maintained between the Town of Jamaica and the Office.
l/11"2)

u,

1

0

B. The Town shall pay to the Office the sum of $50,000.00 for the services provided
under this agreement.
C. The Town agrees to prepay for services. Payments will be made in 12 equal payments
of $4166.67, due on or before the first of each month.
D. The Town will be invoiced approximately one month prior to the first of each month
for services provided under this contract.
E. The Town agrees to promptly pay said statement immediately after the Town's first
Selectboard meeting, held for purpose of approving bills/invoices, following the
receipt of said invoice for law enforcement services.
F. Notwithstanding the above, payments shall be made in full within thirty (30) days of
billing invoice date for the contracted work by Office. All overdue accounts will be
charged interest at the rate of 1 ½ (1.5%) per month, 18% per annum.
G. The Town shall provide the Office with a signed copy of the contract prior to
the start of services. Under exigent circumstances that may prevent a signature
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from the Town prior to the start of the services, the terms of this contract shall
remain binding.

3. Personnel and Hours Provided.
A. The Office agrees to provide fully equipped and trained deputy sheriffs and fully
equipped vehicles to provide services upon request of the Town Administration.
B. The Office agrees that it will schedule deputies on a regular basis to meet a goal of
approximately 20 hours a week of patrol coverage. The Office agrees that based on
input of the Selectboard the numbers of hours per month will be adjusted to the
specially identified needs of the Town
C. The Town may provide the Office with a letter designating the names and/or
positions of personnel authorized to request services under this agreement. Absent
this letter, requests for service will only be accepted by the Office from the following,
who will hereinafter be referred to as Town Administration:
Authorized Individuals/Positions
1.

11.

Town Administrator
Selectboard

A

C~

>-

/
/
/.

D. The Town agrees that any personnel or policy concerns shall be raised with
the Sheriff and his or her designee and not with on-duty deputies or staff.

E. The Town will contact the Sheriff and his/her designee if they wish a change or
special emphasis made to satisfy the Town's law enforcement needs.

4. Equipment Provided by the Office.
A. The Office shall furnish and maintain all necessary equipment and supplies to
perform the law enforcement services under this Agreement. The Office shall furnish
fully equipped police cruiser(s) for all services incurred in connection with law
enforcement and related duties concerning the Town. The cost of vehicle operations
shall be the responsibility of the Office except as otherwise provided in this
agreement.
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B. The Office shall provide other law enforcement equipment reasonably necessary for
provision of the services under this Agreement including, but not limited to, radio
equipment, breath testing equipment, and radar units. Deputies shall be certified to
utilize such equipment.
C. The Town shall incur all expenses for any special equipment requested and approved
by the Town for use by the Office in the furtherance of this Agreement.
D. The Office shall be the owner of any and all equipment acquired for use by the Office
in the furtherance of this Agreement. Any specialized equipment requested and
purchased by the Town shall remain the property of the Town.

5. Facilities, Equipment and Documentation Provided by the Town.
A. The Town agrees, in lieu of providing facilities, a deputy conducting
necessary activities in accordance with this agreement may be performed at a
facility designated by the Office.
B. The Town agrees to furnish the Office with certified copies of all municipal
ordinances of the Town and make every effort to keep said ordinances current and
consistent with Vermont and Federal laws, statutes, rules and regulations. The Town
will furnish and legally post all signs necessary for advising the public of said
municipal ordinances.
C. The Town will furnish the Office with legal counsel or advice concerning their Town
ordinances after consultation with the Town, if necessary.

6. Reporting and Documentation.
th

A. No later than the 15 day of the month following the month of provided services, the
Office shall provide to the Town:
1.

Spreadsheet with _Yermont Civil Violation Complaints (ticket(s)) issued
during the preceding month.

) ~~~ _
LlA ~✓

:5a.,..,-

ii. The Office will provide activity reports to the Town through the utilization of
the electronic Sheriffs Town Activity Reporting System.
B. The Town will designate in writing, one of the Selectboard members or
administrative officers to be a liaison with the Office.

7. Insurance. The Office shall purchase auto liability, general liability, law enforcement
liability and worker's compensation insurance legally required to cover vehicles, personnel,
and equipment used by the Office in the provision of the services under this Agreement.
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8. Administration Fee. Pursuant to 24 V.S.A. § 29la(c), the Sheriff, as administrator of this
Agreement, shall be entitled to compensation at a rate not to exceed 5% of the total contract
amount. This administration fee does not increase the gross total cost for services specified
in this Agreement. The Sheriff may elect to be paid some or the entire administration fee at
any time during the term of this Agreement.

9. Arbitration. All claims and disputes relating to this Agreement shall be subject to arbitration
at the option of either the Office or Town in accordance with the Arbitration Rules as set out
in the Vermont Arbitration Act contained in Chapter 192 of Title 12 of the Vermont Statutes
Annotated. The Vermont Arbitration Act shall govern the arbitration procedures. Written
notice of demand for arbitration shall be filed with the other party to this Agreement within a
reasonable time after the dispute has arisen.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ARBITRATION
We understand that this Agreement contains an agreement to arbitrate.
After signing this document, we understand that we will not be able to bring
a lawsuit concerning any dispute that may arise which is covered by the
arbitration agreement, unless it involves a question of constitutional or civil
rights. Instead, we agree to submit any such dispute to an impartial
arbitrator.
In the event either party hereto must utilize arbitration as above mentioned
or litigation to enforce any provisions of this Agreement, the prevailing
party shall recover its reasonable fees and costs, including but not limited to,
attorney's fees.
10. Term. The term of this Agreement shall be July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023.
11. Notice/Renewal. On or before November 1, 2022 the Office shall notify the Town of the
contract rates for the following year. Sixty (60) days prior to the end date of this Agreement,
the Town shall provide the Office with written notice of whether it will renew the
Agreement. Absent such notice, this Agreement shall automatically renew for a term of one
year at the contract rates set by the Office in the notice.

12. Termination. Either party may terminate this agreement with 30 days prior written notice.
13. Conflicts of Interest and Interference with Law Enforcement Duties.
A. The Office is providing law enforcement services to the general public and the staff
of the Town under this Agreement. It is the intention of the Office and the Town that
those services be provided by the Office to the Town in a manner that is free from
actual or apparent conflicts of interest. The deputy sheriffs assigned to provide
services to the Town under this Agreement shall be trained and certified. Such
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deputy sheriffs shall use their training, experience, judgment and resources of the
Office in carrying out law enforcement services under this Agreement. No employee,
elected or appointed official or agent of the Town shall interfere with or attempt to
influence any investigation, arrest or prosecution brought by any deputy sheriff under
this Agreement. For purposes of this Agreement, the terms "interfere" and
"influence" shall mean any identification or use of an employee, official or agent's
position in the Town with the intention or purpose of shaping, changing or swaying
the decision or conduct of a deputy sheriff in connection with any specific law
enforcement or traffic enforcement matter.
B. Any employee, Officer or agent who has a concern about a law enforcement action,
investigation or personnel, or who has been notified of such a concern, shall direct
such concern to the Town Administration which will in turn direct the matter to the
Sheriff for an appropriate response.
C. No deputy sheriff providing service under this Agreement shall use or attempt to use
his or her official position, official identification or badge for personal or financial
gain, or for obtaining privileges not otherwise available to him or her from or through
the Town.

14. Availability of Resources. This entire agreement is based upon availability of the Office's
staff and resources.

15. Entire Agreement.

This Agreement shall constitute the entire agreement between the
parties and prior understandings or representations preceding the date of this Agreement shall
not be binding upon either party except to the extent incorporated in the Agreement. Any
modification of this Agreement or additional obligation assumed by either party in
connection with this Agreement shall be binding if evidenced in writing and signed by an
authorized representative of each party. All provisions of this Agreement are severable and
if any section or part thereof is found to be invalid or unenforceable, no other section shall be
affected by that finding solely.

16. Governing Law. This contract will be governed by the laws of the State of Vermont.

Windham County Sheriff's Office

By:

Town of Londonderry

_

Mark Anderson, Sheriff
Date:

By:

_
Duly Authorized Agent

_

Date:

---------
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FYI #1

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
FEMA Region I
99 High Street, Sixth Floor
Boston, MA 02110-2132

June 6, 2022
Stephanie A. Smith, State Hazard Mitigation Officer
Vermont Emergency Management
45 State Drive
Waterbury, Vermont 05671-1300
Dear Stephanie Smith:
As outlined in the FEMA-State Agreement for FEMA-DR-4474, your office has been delegated the
authority to review and approve local mitigation plans under the Program Administration by States
Pilot Program. Our Agency has been notified that your office completed its review of the Town of
Londonderry, Vermont Local Hazard Mitigation Plan and approved it effective June 1, 2022
through May 31, 2027 in accordance with the planning requirements of the Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act), as amended, the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, and Title 44 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 201.
With this plan approval, the jurisdiction is eligible to apply to Vermont Emergency Management for
mitigation grants administered by FEMA. Requests for funding will be evaluated according to the
eligibility requirements identified for each of these programs. A specific mitigation activity or
project identified in this community’s plan may not meet the eligibility requirements for FEMA
funding; even eligible mitigation activities or projects are not automatically approved.
The plan must be updated and resubmitted to the FEMA Region I Mitigation Division for approval
every five years to remain eligible for FEMA mitigation grant funding.
Thank you for your continued commitment and dedication to risk reduction demonstrated by
preparing and adopting a strategy for reducing future disaster losses. Should you have any
questions, please contact Jay Neiderbach at (617) 832-4926 or Josiah.Neiderbach@fema.dhs.gov.
Sincerely,

Paul F. Ford
Deputy Regional Administrator
DHS, FEMA Region I
PFF:sl
cc:

Ben Rose, Recovery and Mitigation Section Chief, VEM
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FYI #2
State of Vermont
Department of Environmental Conservation
Waste Management & Prevention Division
1 National Life Drive – Davis 1
Montpelier, VT 05620-3704

AGENCY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

July 1, 2022
Attn. Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator
Town of Londonderry
100 Old School Street
S. Londonderry, VT 05155
RE: Town of Londonderry; Sold Waste ID-349; Results and Response to PFAS Testing
Dear Mr. O’Keefe,
On June 6, 2022, the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) received a revised post-closure
corrective action plan (CAP) for the former Town of Londonderry (Town) biosolids land application site (Solid
Waste ID 349), prepared by Waite-Heindel Environmental Management. This letter serves as approval of the
revised CAP.
Please note that based on information obtained from continuing investigation or new information, DEC may
require additional necessary action(s), including revision of the CAP.
The CAP includes a proposed schedule for biannual groundwater sampling that begins May of 2022, however, we
suggest that sampling is started in fall of 2022 based on the timing of this approval.
We appreciate the Town’s effort to respond to per and poly-fluoroalkyl substance (PFAS) contamination at
this site and to continue to characterize PFAS in groundwater via the Vermont Groundwater Protection Rule
and Strategy and this CAP.

Please contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,

Eamon Twohig, Manager, Residuals Management & Emerging Contaminants Program
C:

Matt Chapman, Division Director, Waste Management & Prevention Division
Sam Cowan, Waite-Heindel Environmental Management
Miles Waite, Waite-Heindel Environmental Management

Regional Offices – Montpelier/Essex Jct./Rutland/Springfield/St. Johnsbury
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Our Mission is to

promote the health
and well-being of the
people in Southern
Vermont's mountain
towns through advocacy, education, and
social services.

PO Box 207 Londonderry, VT 05148
111111llll11lll11ll1llllll111ll111l111l11ll1'1l1l111lll11l11!l111
Town of Londonderry
100 Old School St .
S Londonderry VT 05155-9285

T4 Pl

T4 Pl

I
1
We proudly serve our
neighbors in the towns
and villages of
Andover, Bondville,
Chester, Jamaica,

------------------------------\
Eligible ior Medicare This Year?

1

I
I
Medicare pays for much, if not all, of the cost for covered health care services,
1 and a Medicare Supplemental Insurance policy can help pay some of the remaining costs. Peg Lochner, an independent insurance broker is here at NC once a
month to help determine the best policy for you. Call 824.4343 to make an appointment with her!

\,

,I

Landgrove, Londonderry, Peru, South
Londonderry, Weston,
Windham, and
Winhall.

Thank You Town oi Londonderry
We want to thank the Town of Londonderry for awarding
portion of their ARPA funds to us so that we can continue
to provide valuable services to our communities. Signed
into law on March 11, 2021, The American Rescue Plan Act
provided $350 billion in additional funding for state and
local governments.
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FYI #5
July 1, 2022
Town of Londonderry
100 Old School St
South Londonderry, VT 05155
Dear Londonderry Selectboard:
Brattleboro Development Credit Corporation {BDCC) is beginning the yearly process of funding
regional economic services that we provide through Southeastern Vermont Economic Development
Strategies {SeVEDS). Every year, BDCC asks each of the 27 towns we serve in the Windham region to
support long-term economic strategy and programs by funding SeVEDS.
SeVEDS was brought into being in 2007 based on the realization that it is beyond the capacity
of a single town to influence major economic indicators at any scale. Through SeVEDS, BDCC is able
to foster an approach to economic development that is proactive, long-term and regional.
SeVEDS also helped create our area's first regional plan for economic development: the
Southern Vermont Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy {CEDS). We continue to update
the plan yearly through CEDS Project submissions, including and highlighting important local
initiatives. Working with state, federal, regional and philanthropic partners, BDCC works to attract
resources to move projects forward, helping towns complete vital community programs and build a
more vibrant, resilient economy.
This work is responsive, with staffers adapting to evolving needs. Municipal funding for SeVEDS
gives us flexibility, allowing BDCC to respond to community needs on an ongoing basis.
By leveraging municipal funding for SeVEDS, BDCC has been able to launch programs including
high school career education, business relief and small business lending, and new Vermonter
initiatives. It has also launched programs that serve communities directly: the USDA-funded
Southern Vermont Economy Project {SVEP) and Community Facilities Technical Assistance Program
{CFTAP). Through these programs, we provide towns and community organizations one-on-one help,
trainings, project-specific grants, and help accessing bigger funding resources.
Each year, we ask every town in the Windham Region to contribute towards regional economic
development efforts at the rate of $3.00 per person, based on town population in the 2010 U.S.
Census. In 2022, 19 communities funded SeVEDS, representing over 80% of the region's residents.
This year, we are asking the Town of Londonderry to fund BDCC at $5,307.00 (based on a
population of 1,769 people per the 2010 U.S. Census) through an apppropriation in the 2023
general fund to support continued implementation of SeVEDS efforts.
We will follow up to schedule a time to meet with your Selectboard to answer questions
regarding this funding request, and to provide updates on regional programs and projects. Thank
you for your consideration.

Executive Director
Brattleboro Development Credit Corporation
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VERMONT 211 LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE,

FYI #6

SCAVENGER HUNT CONTEST FOR $50 GAS CARD

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Elizabeth Gilman
Interim Executive Director
(802) 861-0146 x228
elizabeth@unitedwaysvt.org

(Essex Junction) Vermont 211, a confidential 24/7 helpline that connects Vermonters with
community, health, and human services, has launched a new website at https://vermont211.org/.
“Vermont 211 is pleased to take our 17-year-old service into the 21st Century with new ease of access
and tools to find resources and to look up data and other information,” said Elizabeth Gilman, Interim
Executive Director.
Visitors can see up-to-the minute data on Vermont 211’s referrals to resources through “211 Counts.”
They can search in our Community Resource Directory for over 3,000 programs ranging from
afterschool programs – food pantries, tax preparation, subsidized housing, veterans’ resources,
disability services, debt counseling, mental health services – to bus information and much more. Plus,
service providers can apply to add their agency to our database – or update their existing information.
Win a $50 gas card in our Scavenger Hunt! Explore our website to answer questions in the
entry form: https://tinyurl.com/5fphzrx3. If you get the correct answers, you'll be entered into a
random drawing to select a winner. Drawing will be on July 15th. Winner and links to answers will be
announced on our website and in our August newsletter.
Vermont 211 worked with Eternity Marketing, a Burlington-based web design and digital marketing
firm, to create the website.
Vermont 211 is a free, information and referral program of the United Ways of Vermont, a statewide
nonprofit. The mission of the United Ways of Vermont (UWsVT) is to provide a forum for mutual
support and training for local United Ways. UWsVT keeps a broad, statewide perspective and
supports each local United Way by encouraging collaboration and providing support.
-

30 -

Received 6/22/2022
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FYI #7
Todd Eaton,
Branch Manager

Holly Hayden,
Program
Coordinator

Vermont Local
Roads
Vermont Local Roads
Mission:
To foster a safe, efficient,
and environmentally
sound surface
transportation system by
improving the skills and
knowledge of the
municipal transportation
workforce and decision
makers.

-Local -Technical

Assistance Program

Local Technical Assistance
Program

Contact Us
1716 US Route 302
Berlin, VT 05633
(802)828-3537
LocaLRoads@Vermont.gov
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Upcoming
Workshops:

Vermont Local Roads
is continuing to
provide quality inperson training
throughout the state!
Check out the website
for a location near
you!

• Safe Tree Removal for Municipal
Staff, July 20th and 21st
• Tree Risk Evaluation Training for
Municipal Staff, July 20th and 21st
• Roadway Fundamentals, August
9th, 18th, 23rd, and 30th
• Rigging, Lifting, and Securing Loads,
August 25th, September 1st and
22nd, and October 6th
• Pavement Management and
Contract Writing, September 6th
and 13th
• Snow & Ice, September 8th, 20th,
October 18th, and 20th
• Chainsaw Skills and Safety,
September 14th-16th and October
3rd-5th

More Equipment
Training!

Events:
• NLTAPA National Conference in
Seattle, WA, July 18th-21st

Register on our Website:
https://Localroads.vermont.gov
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